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ВВЕДЕНИЕ 

 

Данные методические рекомендации по организации практических занятий 
на 2-ом курсе предназначены как для преподавателей, так и для обучаемых всех 

специальностей очной формы обучения.  

Включают в себя описание двух разделов: Раздел 1 «Социокультурная 

компетенция», Раздел 2 «Устные контакты в ситуациях делового и 
профессионального общения». 

Раздел 1 «Социокультурная компетенция» раскрывает содержание 

следующих тем: тема 1.1 «Россия: государство и народ», тема 1.2 «Историческое, 
экономическое и культурное  развитие англоговорящих стран». 

Тема 1.1 «Россия» представлена с помощью разработанных составителем 

упражнений к текстам под рубриками «Glimpse of History» для чего были взяты 

газетные тексты, «The Russian Federation», «The Crimea». 
Тема 1.2 “Великобритания» изучается с помощью текстов, дотекстовых и 

послетекстовых упражнений к ним, которые были подготовлены составителем в 

достаточном количестве, что позволяет осуществлять индивидуальный и 
дифференцированный подход к обучаемым. Прилагаются тексты для 

дополнительного чтения. 

Раздел 2 «Устные контакты в ситуациях делового и профессионального 

общения» изучатся с помощью 3х тем. Для изучения каждой темы используется 
по несколько текстов. Для внеаудиторного чтения составитель предлагает 

газетные тексты, которые помогают раскрыть следующие понятия: 

«Презентация», «Фестиваль», «Конференция», «Современная гостиница» и 
другие. 
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1 ОРГАНИЗАЦИЯ ПРАКТИЧЕСКИХ ЗАНЯТИЙ 

 

Раздел 1 Социокультурная компетенция 

 
Тема 1.1 Россия: государство и народ 

 

Glimpse of history. Outstanding people 

 

Unit 1  Prince Vladimir the Red Sun 

 

1. Прочтите, переведите без словаря:  

myth, figure, territory, tradition, military, campaign, attack, sovereign monarch, 

decorate, heroe, sarcophagi. 

 

2. Определите тип чтения ударной гласной буквы в слове: 

wife, temple, return, became, trade, stone, name, by, his, her, north. 

 

3. Определите степень сравнения прилагательных, наречий:  

younger, most, red, smaller, greatest, higher. 

 

4. Прочтите хронологические даты: 

1015, 988, 977, 989, 978, the 10
th

 century, 12. 
 

5. Определите форму причастия:   

the youngest son sent to Novgorod, one of known Russian Idols, a woman 
keeping the house, Olga bringing up her grandson, the imprisoned prince, developed 

crafts, many buildings decorated by stone. 

 

6. Определите способ словообразования: 

pirncedom, imprisoned, including, nickname, grandson, founder, younger 

 

7. Назовите 3 формы глаголов: 

to be, to come, to have, to do, to go, to burn, to know, to give, to send, to become, 

to keep, to call, to stand, to carry. 

 

8. Образуйте существительное от глагола:  

to know, to image, to found, to send, to correct, to begin, to receive, to prison, to 

decorate, to kill. 

 

9. Определите часть речи:  

really, principality, Russian, founder, northern, younger, princedom, 

imperishable, housekeeper, decorated, including. 

 
10. Прочтите однокоренные слова: 
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keep-keeper-keeping, militancy-militarism-militarist-militarize-military, 

imperious-imperishability-imperishable, return-returnable-returnee-returning, monarch-

monarchist-monachy, build-builder-building, originate-origination-originative-

originator, sovereign-sovereignty, prison-prisoner, serve-service-serviceable-
serviceman, ruin-ruination-ruinous. 

 

11. Найдите антонимы:  

construct, include, addressed, developed, ruin. 
 

12. Найдите синонимы: 

monarchy, monarch, sovereign, sovereignty. 
 

13. Запишите в словарь: 

influential  - влиятельный 

to carry to  - продолжать 
to reign  - царствовать 

craft   - ремесло 

fairy   - волшебный 
defender  - защитник 

gentle   - мягкий 

wisdom  - мудрость 

to bury  - хоронить 
imperishable - вечный 

resemble  - быть похожим 

 
Prince Vladimir the Red Sun 

This unit is held in 1000 memory 

of the Holy Great prince Vladimir 

- the christener of Russia. 
St. Vladimir, prince of Novgorod at the age of twelve the great-grandson of 

Rurik, is one of the most influential and most mythologized figures in Russian history. 

He is one of known Russian Idols of the 10
th
 century. Vladimir carries to a branch of 

Russian sort Ruricovich. He was the grandson of the legendary founder of dynasty 

Ruric. The famous princess Olga brought him up. 

He was the son of Prince Svyatoslav Igorevich and a housekeeper Malusha. For 

Ruric there was a free territory in northern Russia. At Russian princes there was a 
custom to send younger children in a small princedoms. Vladimir has been sent by his 

father, by Russian tradition, to Novgorod. Svyatoslav went to the military campaign and 

has not returned. 

Vladimir was imprisoned prince in Novgorod. In 977 in Kiev his brother 
Yaropolk attacked the middle brother Oleg and killed him. And after Yaropolk’s death 

Vladimir became the sovereign monarch. In 978 Vladimir became Grand Duke of the 

Kiev Russia. 
During the reign in Kiev Rus was at the height of power. It developed crafts and 

trade, and Kiev was decorated by many stone buildings, including the famous Tithe 
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Church. In 988-989 the Kiev prince Vladimir has addressed in Christianity. Then 

Vladimir christened the citizens of Kiev in waters of the river Dneper. 

Vladimir became one of the heroes of many epics and fairy tales under the name 

“Vladimir the Red Sun”. It served him heroes Ilya Murum, Dobrynia Nikitich etc. 
defenders of Russia. Nicknamed the red sun means that the prince was kind and gentle 

with people. He showed  his wisdom as the sun. Red Sun is called the Sun, which heats, 

but does not burn. 

Vladimir has died in 1015. He has been buried in Desyatinaya Church in Kiev. 
Marble sarcophagi of prince and his wife stood in the middle of a temple. Power of 

prince and princess was imperishable and resembled like alive people. 

 
14. Переведите на русский язык словосочетания:  

a fairy tale, a wisdom prince, a well-known fact, a free territory, a northen 

princedom, younger children, all over again, by Russian tradition, marble sarcophagi 

 
15. Переведите на английский язык словосочетания:  

ремёсла и торговля, один из героев, много каменных зданий, принц и его 

жена, основатель династии, на севере России, влиятельный князь, добрый и 
мягкий, мудрый князь 

 

16. Составьте словосочетания, используя слова из разных колонок: 

А     В 
a wisdom   person 

kind    territory 

an influential  children 
a free    and gentle 

younger   prince 

 

17. Выразите согласие: 

Vladimir was an influential prince. 

He was kind and  wisdom. 

He was the grandson of the legendary founder of the Ruric dynasty. 
 

18. Выразите несогласие: 

Vladimir’s mother was a princess. 

He was very cruel. 
Vladimir christened  the Kiev citizens in the waters of the Volga. 

 

19. Ответьте на вопросы: 

Whose grandson was Vladimir? 
What was he famous for? 

Where was Rus during the Vladimir’s reign? 

 
20. Cоставьте вопросы к предложениям: 

Vladimir has been buried in Kiev. 
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Vladimir became one of the heroes of many epics.   

He was one of the known Russian princes. 

21. Определите время и залог глагола-сказуемогоr: 

At Russian princes there was a custom to send younger children in small 
princedoms. 

Vladimir  has been sent by his father to Novgorod. 

Red sun is called the sun which heats but does not burn. 

 
22. Измените залог глагола-сказуемого: 

Оlga brought up her grandson. 

Vladimir chose Christianity. 
Vladimir christened the citizens of Kiev in the Dneper. 

 

23. Подберите предлог (to, in, оf) : 

Vladimir was imprisoned prince … Novgorod. 
He was  the youngest  son …prince Svyatoslav. 

Svyatoslav  went …the military campaign and did not return.   

 
24. Cocтавьте диалог по образцу:   

A:  Do you know any Russian princes? 

B:  Yes, I do.I know the prince Vladimir. 

A.  Where did he reign? 
B:  He reigned in Kiev. 

A:  When did he reign? 

B:  He reigned in the 10
th
 century.  

A:  Was he cruel? 

B:  No, he was not.He was kind. 

A:  Had he a nickname? 

B:  Yes, he had. People called him the Red Sun. 
A:  What kind of a state was Kiev Rus during his reigning? 

B:  It was at the height of power. 

A:  What did Vladimir do for his country? 
B:  He has chosen one religion for the country “Christianity”.  

A:  Thank you very much. 

B:  That’s all right. 

 
25. Переведите на английский язык: 

Князь Владимир был добрым и мягким с людьми. 

Он выбрал христианство для своей страны. 

Люди называли его «красным солнышком». 
Владимир правил в 10 веке. 

 

26. Передайте содержание текста своими словами. 
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27. Напишите отзыв на текст. 

This unit is held in 1000 memory of the Holy Great prince Vladimir- the 

christener of Russia. 

 
         Unit 2  Demetrius Donskoi 

 

1. Прочтите, переведите без словаря: 

idea, formally, prince, role, title, forcus, regular, constant, battle, expedition, 
version, detail, ordinary, indicate, historian, result, consensus, fact, collect, 

demonstration, practice, progress, military, diplomat. 

 
2. Определите тип чтения ударной гласной буквы в слове: 

life, far, cry, war, west, formally, those, age, first, while, for, help, but, stone, 

land, trade, by, much, no, long, such, further, fate. 

 
3. Определите часть речи, используя правило словообразования: 

destruction, seeing, quarreled, him, larger, historical, tremendous, ruler, nearly,  

importance, independence, unification. 
 

4. Определите способ словообразования: 

earlier, childhood, friendship, son-in-law, successful, accepting, continued, 

reesyablish, whatever, certainly, outstanding, birthday, anything, destruction, unaware, 
unconscious, reestablish, unable. 

 

5. Прочтите географические понятия: 

Russia, Moscow, Lithania, Suzdal, Pscov, Novgorod, Tver, the Trostnya  River, 

Ruza, the Volgar, the Vozh River, Kulikovo Plain, Kostroma, Kazan, Nizhny 

Novgorod. 

 
6. Прочтите хронологические даты: 

in 1350, in 1367, in 1374-1375, in 1384, in the 13th century, the end of the 15
th
 

century, in 1380, on May 19,1389, in August 1382. 
 

7. Образуйте 3 формы глагола: 

to be, to become, to bear, to know, to make, to  break, to have, to come, to say , to 

leave, to bring, to stand, to keep. 
 

8. Сгруппируйте числительные по разрядам: 

the 650
th

 birthday, first; oys; 8.ooo rubles; eight boys; four girls; the 15
th
 century. 

 
9. Прочтите личные имена: 

Demetrius Donskoi, Vladimir, Mikhail, Tokhtamysh, Alexander Nevsky, Boris, 

Algirdas, Vassily, Ivan. 
 

10. Запишите в словарь: 
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mediator   - примиритель, посредник 

regain    - вернуть себе 

tribute   - дань 

variously   - по разному 
leave(left)   - оставлять 

pledge   - заклад, поручительство 

quarrel   - ссора 

trip     - путешествие 
learn(learnt/learned) - учить 

solve    - решать  

 
Russia оn the Way to Independence 

Demetrius Donskoi was bоrn in 1350 and formally became Grand Prince when hе 

was twelve. Litlle is knоwnаbоut his childhood years. In those days maturity was 

reached аt а much earlier age than it is now (if it is аt аll). Тhеrе were two ideas that 
absorbed Demetrius as hе grew up: аn independent and powerful northeast (which had 

always suffered least from the Tatars) and Moscow's primacy. The early yearsоf the 

young prince involved fighting bеtween the rival Russian princes.  
His first enemу was Demetrius of Suzdal, who had ipreviosly bееn appointed 

Grand Prince bу the Golden Horde. After аttеmрting to resist. Demetrius оf Suzdal was 

subdued as were his allies the princes of Halicz and Starodub. Moscow began to play 

the role of mediator in all the quarrels between the princess. In the northwest, there was 
a struggle between Pskov and Novgorod, but a joint expedition against the Teutons 

reconciled the two rival towns. Long struggles were waged against the princes of 

Nizhny Novgorod and Тvеr. While Вoris of Nizhny Novgorod was defeated, the prince 
of Тvеr Mikhail appealed fоr help to his son-in-law Algirdas, and the Moscow forces 

were routed оп the Trostnya River nеаrRuza (now Moscow region). Тhe 

Lithuanianslaid siege to Moscow, but the new stone fortress walls built in 1367 saved 

the city from complete destruction. Demetrius was forced to resume friendship with 
Mikhail of Тvеr, but the latter travelled to the Ноrdе to obtain the title of Grаnd Prince.  

Тhe Horde, however, bу this time was unablе to play а decisive,part in Russian 

politics. Demetrius bribed the Tatar envoy and made а short and successful trip to the 
Horde, regaining his title. When Mikhail madeanother attempt to sick Algirdasоn 

Demetrius, the Moscow prince defeated the Lithuanian forces аnd forced them to flee. 

In 1374-1375 Demetrius quarreled with Mamai, the Khan of the Golden Horde, and 

оnсе again Mikhail took advantage of this to lay claim to the title of Grаnd Prince. War 
broke оut, but Demetrius's, allies included а huge number of Russian princes. Unaided 

bуеitheг the Tatars оr thе Lithuanians аnd seeing that the entire Russian land was 

opposed то him, Mikhail was forced то sign а treaty in 1375 accepting his role of"little 

brother" and pledging to help Moscowin its struggle against the Horde and Lithuania.  
Demetrius Donskoi continued his successful policies in 1376, establishing 

advantageous trade relаtiоnswitn the Bolgаrsоn the Volga, who were-forced to receive 

customs officials (from Moscow). Following Algirdas' death, Lithuania was weakened 
bуintеrnal fighting, аnd Demetrius finally got а chance to focus оn the struggle against 

the Tataгs.  
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Since the conquest of Russia bу the Mongols in the 13th century, Russia had had 

to рау tribute tо theНогdе, but toward the end of the 15th century, the Таtars themselves 

had split into several hordes, which continued to harass Russia's border areas but nо 

longer represented such a formidable forcе. The regular raids bу the Tatar khans kept 
Russia in a state of constant tension. The most powerful оf the khans, Маmai, sent 

аforcе against the Moscow host, but the Таtars werе defeated оn the Vozh River nеаr 

Ryazan.This was the first victory scored bу the Russians against the Tataгs in 

ореnbattie. In August 1380 Demetrius learned that Mamai was preparing a larger 
expedition against Moscow. 

Although Demetrius falied to rally all the forces hecould count on against the 

Tataгs (only five рrinces took part), he managed to intercept the еnemу fаrеnоugh from 
Moscow, at thе confluence of the Nepryadva River and the Don (hence the histoncal 

title of theрrinсеDonskoi). Тhe Ваttlе of Kulikovo Plain, as thisеvent саmе to bе 

known, has bееn variously descibed as the most glorious victory in Russian history оr 

fiction. Тhe school textbook version describes the event in detail as hаving started with 
а fierce attack bу the Тatars, who were close to achieving success when the reserve 

regiment, hidden in the woods, counterat-tacked and drove them back. It seems that the 

Russian forces then captured the Tatar саmр, and Mamai was forced to flee. As to 
Demetrius, it is said that he had put оn the armor аnd dress of аn ordinary warrior, 

allegedly so that, should he bе killed, the Russian forces would bе unаwаrе of his death. 

It is also indicated that he was found оn the battlefield unсоnsсiоus but not wounded.  

The number of warriors taking part in thе bаttlе mау have run into hundreds of 
thousands, but some historians dismiss these figures as аn exaggeration. Тhe losses оn 

both sides weгe tremendous. What is clear is that the results of the Ваttlеоf Kulikovo 

Plain did not have аn immediate and decisive impact оn the further history of Russia. It 
is known that Mamai died in а battle against TokhtamyshКhan, who then became the 

ruler of the Golden Horde. Tokhtamysh sent his envoys tо Moscow to reestablish his 

supremacy оvеr Russia, but the Russians failed to comply. Тhеn Tokhtamysh set out аt 

the head of his forces against Moscow. When Demetrius Donskoi learned оf the Tatars' 
аdvаncе, he assembled а council of Russian princes, but they failed to rеасh a 

consensus. Demetrius realized that there was no chance to rеsist the Тatars and fled 

from Moscow to Kostroma. Tokhtarnysh's forces approached Moscow in August 1382, 
captured the city and razed it to the ground. The same fate befell mаnу other Russian 

towns. In fact, theonly prince who was spared was Mikhail of Тvеr. Demetrius was 

forced to travel to the Horde and present his claims to thе title оf Gгand Prince оnce 

again. Тhe rulerof the Ноrdе decided in his fаvог, but Demetrius' son Vassily and 8,000 
rubles had to be left behind as а pledge. In 1384 Demetrius Donskoi was forced to 

colectа heavy tribute from the entire Russian land. Internecine strife also соntinuеd: The 

рrincе of Ryazan defeated Moscow forces and Demetrius yielded to hisdemands. The 

rebellious Novgorodians ceased payingtheir tribute to the Grand Prince and engaged in 
robbery along the Volga.Only a military demonstration atthe walls of Novgorod brought 

them back into line. In 1388 Demetrius Donskoiquanelled with his cousinVladimir. 

They made up just months before Demetrius death on May 19, 1389. 
Like most other princes in that age, Demetrius had alarge family, eight boys and 

four girls. For the first time, the Grand Prince арpointed his eldest son Vassily ruler 
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after his death, thus anticipating the practice which would not соmе into full power in 

Russia until the 19th cеnturу. When Demetrius died, Russia was still far fromsolving 

the рrоblem of the Tatars, as its troublesome аnd aggressive neighbors in the east and 

south. Indeed,it would be nearly two centuries later that Ivan the Terrible would capture 
Kazan, the capital of the Volga Tatars,putting an end to centuries of wanare.  

Whether the importance of the Battle of Kulikovohas been exaggerated or not, it 

is clear that the reign of Demetrius Donskoi was a crucial stage in Russia'sprogress 

toward independence and unification, and whateverhis military rесord, he was certainly 
an outstanding diplomat. 

                                                   from the “Moscow news” 

 
11. Переведите словосочетания на русский язык: 

a crucial stage in Russia’s progress; to conduct diplomacy; a much earlier age, the 

new stone fortree walls, internal tighting; to focus on the struggle; in a state of constant 

tension. 
 

12. Переведите словосочетания на английский язык: 

национальный герой; фактически; между русскими князьями; на нескольких 
фронтах; огромное число; торговые отношения; получить шанс; платить дань; 

наиболее могущественный из ханов; первая победа; два века спустя; положить 

конец; выдающийся дипломат. 

 
13. Употребите форму неопределённого артикля: 

D. Donskoi was  …  outstanding diplomat. 

He wanted to put  …  end to centuries of animosity. 
The Horde was unable to pay  …  decisive part in Russian politics. 

Demetrius’ allies included  …  huge number of Russian princes. 

Demetrius got  ...  chance to focus on the struggle against the Tatars. 

His reign was  …  crusial stage in Russia’s progress. 
 

14. Ответьте на вопросы: 

How many boys did Donskoi have? 
When was he born? 

When was the battle of Kulikovo Plain? 

 

15. Составьте все типы вопросов к предложениям: 

The losses on both sides were tremendous. 

Demetrius’son Vassily had to be left behind as a pledge. 

Demetrius had f large family. 

The reign of Donskoi was a crusial stage in Russia’s progress. 
 

16. Определите время и залог глагола сказуемого: 

The new stone fortress walls were built in 1367. 
They saved the city from complete destruction. 

The school textbook describes the event in detail. 
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17. Измените залог глагола - сказуемого: 

He absorbed two ideas. 

People built new walls. 
Donskoi made a trip to the Horder. 

Mikhail Signed a treaty. 

 

18. Выразите согласие: 

D. Donskoi was born in 1350. 

He had a large family. 

He assembled a council of Russian princes. 
The losses on both sides were tremendous. 

 

19. Выразите несогласие: 

The Battle of Kulikovo Plain was in the 15
th

 century. 
The tatars achieved success. 

The Tatars had the reserve regiment,hidden in  the  woods. 

The Tatars captured the Russian camp. 
The results of the Battle had an immediate and decisive impact on the further 

history of Russia. 

 

20. Закончите предложение: 

D. Donskoi lived in the  …. 

He was the prince of  …. 

In 1374-1375 quarreled with  …. 
 

21. Употребите соответствующий предлог(by, with,out ) 

War   broke …      . 

Russian land was apposed  …  him. 
He established trade relations  …  the Bolgars on the Volga. 

 

22. Составьте предложение из данных слов: 

most, has, battle, victory, as, been, Kulikovo, history, Plain, the ,on, described, 

glorious, Russian, in, the. 

 

23. Составьте диалог по образцу: 

A: Do you know any Russian prince? 

B: Yes, I do. I know Demetrious Donskoi. 

A: When did he live? 

B: He was born in 1350. It means that he lived in the 14
th

 century. 
A: Did he involve fighting between the rival Russian princes? 

B: The early years of the young prince involved fighting between the Russian 

princes. 
A: Did Moscow play the role of mediator in all the quarrels between the princes 

in the northwest? 
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B: Yes, it did. Moscow played the role of mediator in all the quarrels between the 

princes. 

A: Why did D. Donskoi get a chance to focus on the struggle against the Tatars? 

B: Because Lithuania was weakened by internal fighting. And after the death of 
Algirdas Donskoi got a chance. 

A: Where was the first victory scored by the Russians? 

B: The Tatars were defeated on the Vozh River near Ryzan. 

A: What do you know about the Battle of Kulikovo Plain? 
B: It was the most glorious victory in Russian history. 

A: And what can you tell about the reign of D.Donskoi? 

B: His reign was a crucial stage in Russia’s progress toward independence. 
A: Thanks a lot. 

B: You are welcome. 

 

24. Переведите предложения на английский язык: 

Известно, что Мамай умер в битве с Тахтамышем. 

Он стал правителем Золотой Орды. 

Д. Донской бежал из Москвы в Кострому. 
Войска Тохтамыша вошли в Москву в августе 1382 года. 

Д. Донской - национальный герой России. 

В Москве есть памятник Д. Донскому. 

Д. Донской основал Москву. 
 

 

Unit 3  In the Battle of Moscow 

 

1. Прочтите, переведите без словаря: 

evolution, combination, fact, battalion, military, bomb, technical, inspection, 

combat, minimum, data, general, group, division, tank, synthetic, soldier, climate, 
factor, organizer, demonstrate, person, talent, energy, idea, army, million, region, 

operation, vacuum, sector. 

 
2. Определите тип чтения ударной гласной буквы в слове. 

Just, battle, no, person, while, well, army, long, we, strike, surprise, hardly, 

energy, war, with, first, short, such, why, like. 

 
3. Объясните способ образования слова: 

fall-winter, early, relentlessly, ruthlessly, demonstration, single-mindedly, 

relentlessly, speaking, encirclement, concentrated, greater, unfortunate, hinterland, 

counteroffensive, unable, retook, encircled, maintenance. 
 

4. Определите часть речи: 

evolution, extremely, moved, first, technical, tremendous, dissolved, organizer, 
third. 
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5. Определите часть речи ing-формы глагола:. 

troops covering the city 

no chance of holding 

without the Nazis noticing it 
for organizing the resistance 

the determine factors 

in the proceedings 

 
6. Определите форму причастия: 

amazing ability 

a devastating defeat 
ideas originated with Marshal 

well configured units 

a technical inspection decided by combat 

the 1
st
 tank group coming up against the Panfilov division 

losing tanks Kleist 

 

7. Прочтите личные имена: 

Gen. von Kleist, Georgy Zhukov, Gen. Konev, Joseph Vissarionovich [Stalin], 

Mapshal Bjris Shaposhnikov, Napoleon. 

 

8. Прочтите географические понятия: 

Moscow, Volokolamsk, Rzhev, western, sector, southwestern and southern 

sectors, Siberia, Stalingrad, Rostov, in the south, Western front. 

 
9. Образуйте существительное от глагола: 

To evolve, to demonstrate, to combine, to direct, to inspect, to conduct, to 

operate, to organize. 

 
10. Прочтите однокоренные слова: 

evolve – evolution – evolutional – evolutionary – evolutionism – evolutionist – 

evaluative  
demonstrate – demonstrable – demonstration – demonstrationist – demonstrative 

– demonstrator  

combination – combinative – combine – combined  

direct – direction – directional – directive 
inspect – inspection – inspector – inspectoral – inspectorial - inspectorate 

conduct – conductance – conduction – conductive – conductivity – conductor 

operate – operated – operating – operation – operational – operator  

organization – organize – organized – organizer  
 

11. Запишите в словарь: 

proceed   продолжать, происходить 
amaze   изумлять 

devastate   опустошать, разорять 
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lose (lost)   терять 

hardware   оружие, вооружение 

harsh    суровый 

clothe (clothered, clad) одевать 
counteroffensive  контрнаступление 

pull up   останавливать, осаживать 

hold out (held)  выдерживать, держаться до конца 

favorable   благоприятный, подходящий 
developments  непредвиденные обстоятельства 

value    ценить, оценивать, 2 значения 

oblique   косвенный 
mood    настроение 

encircle   окружать 

hinterland   глубинка 

configuration  форма, конфигурация 
deploy   развертывать. приводить в действие, применять 

raise    сформировать 

 
In the Battle of Moscow 

The evolution of events around Moscow in the fell-winter of 1941 was a 

combination of coincidences - very fortunate for us and extremely unfortunate for the 

Nazis. The fact is that by late October there were just 40 home guard battalions in the 
capital and very few troops covering the city in the area of Vyazma where they had been 

encircled. Objectively, Moscow stood no chance of holding out with such forces. But as 

luck would have it, there were three important developments favorable to us. 
First, we managed to bring up military units from the hinterland, including from 

Siberia, without the Nazis noticing it Moreover those were well configured units, not 

affected by aerial bombing. 

Second, Armor Gen. von Kleist, advancing in the Volokolamsk direction, all of a 
sudden decided to conduct a technical inspection of his combat hardware. The Nazi 

command said: "Not on your life. There is a minimum of forces in Moscow - just one 

strike, and it'll be all over. You are welcome to perform maintenance after that. “Von 
Kleist objected: “There are some units in front of me while according to your data, there 

shouldn’t be any.” The Nazi general moved the 1
st
 Tank Group toward Volokolamsk, 

coming up against the Panfilov Division. 

That was a third piece of luck that we had because the Panfilovites put up fierce 
resistance. They did the impossible. Kleist turned back, losing tanks, and went ahead 

with the technical inspection. While he was marking time, fresh Soviet units were 

pulled up to Moscow. 

Harsh Russian winter that had set in before the counteroffensive came just at the 
right time. Nazi tanks, which used synthetic fuel, literally ally froze up in their tracks. 

Lightly clad Wehrmacht soldiers were simply unable to endure such a climate. 

As for Georgy Zhukov, he should be given credit for organizing the resistance, 
but that could have been done by someone else just as well - say, by his deputy at the 

Western Front, Gen. Konev. I, for one, do not think that Zhukov was among the 
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determining factors of victory in the battle of Moscow. Admittedly, Zhukov was no 

mean organizer: He was “a Stalin in the army” It was hardly surprising that Joseph 

Vissarionovich [Stalin] banished him so early in the proceedings - yet again 

demonstrating his amazing ability to use a person just as long as necessary (his talent, 
energy, strength, capacity for work) and then discard him. At the time in the fall-winter 

of 1941, ideas originated with Marshal Boris Shaposhnikov, chief of the General Staff, 

while Zhukov carried them out. Single-mindedly, relentlessly and ruthlessly. 

Figuratively speaking, up to eight Soviet soldiers were used to get one Nazi. The Soviet 
Army took very heavy losses - about 1 million in the Rzhev region alone. The way I see 

it, those losses are on Zhukov’s conscience. 

A great number of mistakes were made in the course of the Moscow operation. 
Say, the advance on the Demyansk “pocket” and the encirclement of the Nazis there. It 

proved to be a strike into a vacuum. Forces should have been concentrated on the 

western, southwestern and southern sectors, not dispersed. This is clear now, with the 

benefit of hindsight, but then we were just learning to fight. The Battle of Stalingrad 
probably had a far greater value in the history of the Great Patriotic War, but the victory 

in the Moscow counteroffensive operation was our first, and nothing short of brilliant. It 

was stunning against the backdrop of what had happened before it - a devastating 
defeat, constant retreat, and despair in the military at the outbreak of the war. We 

proved to ourselves that the Nazis were not invincible. That was such a tremendous 

morale booster for Soviet troops that they immediately retook Rostov, in the south. 

Although I believe that a defeat in the Moscow operation would not have meant that the 
war was lost because it is impossible to occupy and hold our vast territory. After all, 

that was why Napoleon had lost, more than a century before: He had to leave behind a 

garrison in every village that he took, and ended up without an army. And the Nazis 
would also have dissolved in Siberia just like that But history knows no oblique mood. 

                                                    from the “Moscow News” 

 

 
12. Найдите в тексте словосочетания: 

развитие событий; случайное стечение обстоятельств; очень 

благоприятный; чрезвычайно неудачный; конец октября; мало войск; такие силы;  
развития благоприятные для нас 

 

13. Образуйте словосочетания, используя слова из разных колонок: 

А В 

Volokolamsk Resistance 

Technical Hardware 

Military Direction 

Combat Inspection 
according to your Units 

Fierce Data 
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14. Подберите эквиваленты: 

in front of me для организации сопротивления 

harsh Russian winter легко одетые солдаты 

just at the right time передо мной 
before the counteroffensive суровая русская зима 

for organizing resistance как раз вовремя 

lightly clad soldiers перед контрнаступлением 

 

15. Закончите предложение: 

Nazi tanks used synthetic   …   . 

Fresh Soviet units were pulled up to   …   . 
The Nazi general moved the 1

st
 Tank Group against   …   . 

 

16. Выразите согласие: 

Objectively Moscow stood chance of holding out with such forces. 
But there were three important developments favorable to us. 

Nazi tanks froze up in their tracks. 

 
17. Выразите несогласие: 

Zhukov was the determining factor of victory in the battle of Moscow. 

The Nazi Army took very heavy losses and they were greater than in the  

Soviet Army. 
No mistakes were made in the course of the Moscow operation. 

 

18. Составьте предложение, используя подстановочную таблицу: 

Stalin used Zhukov’s talent in the course of the Moscow 

operation 

 energy  

 strength  
 capacity for work  

 

19. Составьте предложение из данных слов: 

The, up, fierce, Pantilovites, resistance 

 

20. Ответьте на вопросы: 

When did the Soviet army have its first victory in the Great Patriotic War? 
Where did the battle have a far greater value in the Great Patriotic War? 

What did we prove to our selves? 

 

21. Составьте вопросы к подчеркнутым словам: 

We were learning to fight. 

Soviet troops retook Rostov. 

History knows no oblique mood. 
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22. Составьте диалог по образцу: 

A.: What did the victory of Soviet Army in the battle of Moscow meant? 

B.: It meant that the Nazis were not invincible. 

A.: When did the battle of the Moscow take place? 
B.: It took place in December of 1941. 

A.: Whom of the military organizers of the battle do you know? 

B.: I know Georgy Zhukov, General Konev, Marshal Boris Shaposhnikov, 

General Govorov, and General Rokosovski. 
A.: And what are the young heroes of the battle? 

B.: I know Zoja Kosmodemjanska, Panfilovites, Alexander Matrosov. 

A.: How many Panfilovites were the last? 
B.: They were 28. 

A.: Thank you very much.. 

B.: It’s all right. 

 
23. Определите время и залог глагола – сказуемого: 

The Panfilovites did the impossible. 

We were just learning to fight. 
History knows no oblique mood. 

They had been encircled. 

 

24. Измените залог глагола-сказуемого: 

We brought up military unites from the hinterland. 

We configurated units well. 

The Nazi general moved the 1
st
 Tank Group. 

 

25. Подберите предлог: 

The 1
st
 Tank Group fought  …  the Panfilov Division. back 

Kleist turned  …  losing      at 
Fresh Soviet units were pulled up  …  Moscow  against 

Harsh Russian winter came just  …  the right time  to 

 
26. Употребите глагол-сказуемое в Present Indefinite: 

I.V.Stalin (to deploy) a lot of effort 

 to prepare Reserves 

 to send reserves to the front 
 to raise new units 

 to redeploy new units from the Ural region and Siberia 

 to form home guards 

 
27. Tell your option and answer the question: 

Why did Napoleon end up without an army? 

 
28. Tell some words about the heroes of the Moscow Battle. 
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29. Переведите на английский язык: 

События были очень удачными для нас. 

Панфиловцы сделали невозможное. 

Жуков был одним из определяющих факторов победы. 
Было сделано много ошибок. 

Это ясно сейчас. 

 

 
Unit 4  A King Gives his Sword to Stalingrad 

 

1. Прочтите, переведите без словаря: 

Special, niche, history, annals, millions, Nazi front, popular, sympathy, army, 

strategic, campaign, nation, division, fact, general, triumph, coalition, hero, dollar, 

symbol, president, soldier. 

 
2. Прочтите хронологические даты: 

From late summer 1942 to midwinter 1943 second word war; the siege of 

September 13,1942; to January 31,1943; November 12; 41,000 houses; more than 
32,000 people; population of 480,000 250000 dollars; nearly 1,5 million troops; forty 

five years ago; one; second; two hundred. 

 

3. Прочтите географические понятия: 

Stalingrad, Soviet Union, London, Washington, Paris, Belgrade, Warsaw, Delhi, 

Middle East, US, USSR, the Volga, the United States of America New York, India. 

 
4. Прочтите личные имена: 

Hitler  President Franklin  D. Roosevelt 

Hans Doer British Prime Minister  Winston Churchill 

 
5. Определите тип чтения ударной гласной буквы в слове: 

summer turn, army, crack, take, wave, step, we, here Germany, life, side, kill, 

rise, front, short devotion, sympathy, symbol entire. 
 

6. Объясните способ образования слова, используя правило 

словообразования: 

midwinter, mankind, outcome, impossible, planned, lightly, Soviet-German front 
heaviest, anti-Hitler coalition steel-hearted, fully, rebuilt. 

 

7. Определите часть речи, используя правило словообразования: 

lasted, engagement, intently, impossible, strategic, retribution, jubilation, 
admiration, defender, devotion trade, unionist, immortal, staunchness, enormous, 

decisive. 
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8. Образуйте существительное от глагола: 

to collect, to work, to kill, to defend, to guide, to build, to admire, to devote, to 

establish. 

 
9. Определите степень сравнения прилагательного, наречия: 

Late  more   the heaviest defeat  the most illustrious 

 

10. Определите часть речи ing-формы глагола: 

the odds were tilting 

the defending armies 

turning point 
the course of the fighting 

in counting our debt 

in defending the land 

 
11. Определите форму причастия: 

United States 

unidentified officer 
storming Stalingrad 

roaring guns 

in killed, wounded or captured 

 

12. Найдите синоним к слову: 

Resident - mankind 

  - thousand 
  - jubilation 

  - defender 

  - inhabitant 

 
13. Запишите в словарь: 

crack    - треск 

entire    - полный, целый, сплошной 
devotion   - преданность 

outcome   - результат, последствие, поход 

engagement   - дело, обязательство, бой, стычка 

intently   - настойчиво, намеренно, фактически,  
в сущности, действительно 

retribution   - возмездие, кара 

jubilation   - ликование 

immortal   - бессмертный, вечный, неувядаемый 
staunchness    - верность, стойкость, прочность, 

основательность 

decisive   - решающий, решительный 
enormous   - громадный, огромный, чудовищный, ужасный 

admire   - восхищаться, выражать восторг 
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establish   - основывать, создавать, учреждать 

defeat    - поражение 

illustrious   - знаменитый, прославленный, известный 

tilt    - сражаться, бороться 
storm    - бушевать, свирепствовать, брать приступом, 

штурмовать 

roar    - реветь 

choice   - отборный 
gallant   - храбрый, доблестный 

inspire   - вдохновлять 

attempt   - пытаться 
throw(threw, thrown) - бросить 

odd    - добавочный 

scroll    - свиток, манускрипт 

sword    - меч 
clash    - сталкиваться 

rage    - ярость, гнев 

effort    - усилие, попытка, напряжение 
 

A King Gives his Sword to Stalingrad 

The Battle of Stalingrad, which lasted from late summer 1942 to midwinter 1943, 

at the height of the Second World War, has won a special niche in the annals of 
mankind’s war history, among thousands of wars and many more engagements. Here, 

on the Volga banks, millions of troops from Nazi Germany and the Soviet Union 

clashed in the steppes around and in the city itself in a life and death struggle, the 
outcome of which guided the destinies of continued fighting on all fronts. The battle 

raged for two hundred days and nights, without an hour’s respite. The odds were tilting 

now to one side, now to the other. The course of the fighting was intently followed in 

London, Washington, Paris, Belgrade, Warsaw, Delhi, wherever popular sympathies lay 
with the Soviet Army. 

Hitler, Germany’s warlord, seemed to attempt the impossible, throwing some of 

his crack troops against Stalingrad, where he intended to attain the strategic objectives 
of that year's campaign, and, for that matter, the war against the USSR, and to clear the 

road to the Middle East and India where he planned to meet the Japanese armies that 

were dealing defeat after defeat on US, British and Chinese forces. 

«We are storming Stalingrad, and, I bet you, we’ll take it», Hitler assured the 
Nazi crowd at the Reichstag. 

His threats were all too real to be taken lightly. It took the efforts of the entire 

nation and all forces on the Soviet-German front to hold Stalingrad. The defending 

armies stopped the enemy, and, in the end, trapped almost the entire German force 
pushing towards the Volga. The enemy lost nearly 1.5 million troops in killed, wounded 

or captured. 

The debacle at Stalingrad was more than a loss of choice divisions. It was, in fact, 
the German army’s military collapse in the East. Henceforth it was heading towards its 

hour of retribution. «The Battle of Stalingrad», writes former Nazi general Hans Doer, 
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«was for Germany the heaviest defeat in its history, and for Russia, the most illustrious 

victory». 

The Soviet triumph at Stalingrad raised a wave of jubilation in all countries of the 

anti-Hitler coalition. US President Franklin D. Roosevelt called the battle on the Volga 
an epic struggle, the decisive outcome of which was celebrated by all Americans. He 

sent the Stalingrad heroes a scroll which said, in part: «In the name of the people of the 

United States of America, I present this scroll to the City of Stalingrad to commemorate 

our admiration for its gallant defenders whose courage, fortitude and devotion during 
the siege of September 13, 1942, to January 31, 1943 will inspire forever the hearts of 

all free people. Their glorious victory stemmed the tide of invasion and marked the 

turning point in the war of the Allied Nations against the forces of aggression». 
British Prime Minister Winston Churchill called the Soviet Army’s victory at 

Stalingrad amazing. The British King sent a sword as a gift to the people of Stalingrad, 

with the inscription in English and Russian on its blade: «To the Steel-Hearted Citizens 

of Stalingrad. The Gift of King George VI. In Token of the Homage of the British 
People». 

While the guns were still roaring on the Volga banks, an unidentified officer of 

the German 79th Infantry Division wrote in his diary: «November 12. When we were 
bringing up the ammunition I caught sight of the Volga. The city looked as if God has 

taken vengeance on it. Will this city ever rise from ashes? » Indeed, the city suffered 

enormous damage: more than 41,000 houses, including hundreds of public buildings, 

were fully or partially destroyed. No more than 32,000 people remained in the city out 
of its prewar population of 480,000. 

The city was rebuilt within a short time, however. As in war days, its residents 

were helped by the whole country. A thankful mankind contributed its help, too. Trade 
unionists in New York, for example, collected 250,000 dollars for the construction of a 

hospital. «We take pride in the fact that the workers of New York will establish links 

with Stalingrad which will live for ever as a symbol of immortal staunchness of a great 

people», said the president of the Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America. «By 
killing a Nazi in defending his Soviet land, every Red Army man is saving the lives of 

American soldiers as well. Let us remember this in counting our debt to our Soviet 

ally». 
The Soviet people’s exploit on the Volga forty-five years ago is impressed in our 

memory to this day. 

Z. Taratuta 

 
 

14. Найдите в тексте словосочетания: 

в разгар войны; надлежащее место; хроника истории войны; вокруг и 

внутри самого города; борьба не на живот, а на смерть; исход войны; на всех 
фронтах; двести дней и ночей; без передышки ни на час; народные симпатии. 
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15. Подберите эквиваленты: 

crack troops обороняющиеся армии 

nazi crowd вероломные войска 

All forces on front более чем потеря отборных 
дивизионов 

the defending armies все силы на фронте 

more than loss of choice 

divisions 

фашистская свора 

 

16. Образуйте словосочетания, используя слова из разных колонок: 

А В 

a former Defenders 
the heaviest  Outcome 

jubilation in all Victory 

the decisive Defeat 
glorious Countries 

 

17. Составьте предложение из данных слов: 

of, people, all, free, the, courage, hearts, will, inspire. 
 

18. Закончите предложение: 

US President Franklin D. Roosevelt called the battle on the Volga …. 
British Prime Minister Winston Churchill called the Soviet Army’s victory at 

Stalingrad …. 

The British King sent …. 

 

19. Выразите согласие: 

More than 41,000 houses were destroyed. 

More then 32,000 people remained in the city. 
The population of Stalingrad was 480,000 people before the war. 

 

20. Выразите несогласие: 

The city was rebuilt within a long time. 
Trade unions in London collected 250,000 dollars for the construction of a 

church. 

The city has never risen from ashes. 
 

21. Составьте предложение, используя подстановочную таблицу: 

Hitler Wanted to attempt the impossible 

 Planned to throw some of his crack troops 
  to attain the strategic objectives 

  to clear the road to the Middle East 

  to clear the road to India 

  to meet the Japanese armies 
  to take Stalingrad 
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22. Определите время и залог глагола – сказуемого: 

The battle has won a special niche. 

The adds were titling. 

The course of the fighting was followed in London. 
 

23. Измените залог глагола-сказуемого: 

Franklin D. Roosevelt sent the Stalingrad heroes a scroll. 

The British King sent a sword. 

Trade unionists collected 250,000 dollars. 
 

24. Составьте вопросы к подчеркнутым словам: 

A thankful mankind contributed its help. 
We take pride in the fact. 

Millions of troops clashed in the steppes around the city. 
 

25. Составьте диалог по образцу: 

A. When did the battle of Stalingrad last? 

B. It lasted from the late summer 1942 to midwinter 1943. 
A. How long did the battle rage? 

B. It raged for two hundred days and nights. 

A. Where was the course of the fighting followed? 
B. It was followed in London, Washington, Parish, Belgrade, Warsaw, Delhi. 

A. How did the US President Franklin D. Roosevelt called the battle on the 

Volga? 

B. He called it an epic struggle  
A. What did he send the Stalingrad heroes? 

B. He sent the Stalingrad heroes a scroll. 

A. And what did the British King send? 
B. He sent a sword as a gift to the people of Stalingrad. 

A. How did British Prime Minister Winston Churchill call the Soviet Army’s  

victory? 

B. He called it amazing. 
A. Thank you very much. 

B. It’s all right. 

 
26. Подберите предлог: 

The guns were roaring  …  the Volga banks    in 

The sword had the inscription  …  English and Russian  of 

It took the effort  …  the entire nation     on 

 

27. Употребите глагол, данный в скобках, в Present Indefinite: 

Heroes (to stop) the enemy. 

The Soviet Triumph at Stalingrad (to raise) a wave of jubilation in many    
countries. 

The enemy (to lose) nearly 1.5 million troops in killed, wounded or captured. 
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28. Переведите на английский язык: 

Битва бушевала двести дней и ночей. 

За битвой следили во многих странах. 

Повсюду народные симпатии лежали на стороне Советской Армии. 
 

29. Объясните, почему Король Великобритании назвал граждан 

Сталинграда «Steel - Hearted»? 
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         Unit 1   The Russian Federation 

 

1. Вспомните информацию по данной теме. Давайте сделаем это, следуя 

схеме: 
                                                  Language 

                           Capital                                      Population 

              Russia                      Main cities                            Holidays 

                      Political system                      Places of interest 

                                               Territory 

 

2. Ответьте на следующие вопросы: 

 What is the official name of our country? 

 What is the capital of Russian Federation? 

 What is the population of our country? 

 Russia is the largest country in the world, isn’t it? 
 

3. Прочитайте текст: 

 

Russia is the largest country in the world. 

  

    The Russian Federation is the largest country in the world. It occupies about one-

seventh of the earth's surface. It covers the eastern part of Europe and the northern part 
of Asia. Its total area is about 17 million square kilometres. 

    The country is washed by 12 seas of 3 oceans: the Pacific, the Arctic and the Atlantic. 

In the south Russia borders on China, Mongolia, Korea, Kazakhstan, Georgia and 

Azerbaijan. In the west it borders on Norway, Finland, the Baltic States, Byelorussia 
and Ukraine. It also has a sea-border with the USA. 

    There is hardly a country in the world where such a variety of scenery and vegetation 

can be found. We have steppes in the south, plains and forests in the midland, tundra 
and taiga in the north, highlands and deserts in the east. 

    There are two Great Plains in Russia: the Great Russian Plain and the West Siberian 

Lowland. There are several mountain chains on the territory of the country: the Urals, 

the Caucasus, the Altai and others. The largest mountain chain, the Urals, separates 
Europe from Asia. 

    There are over two million rivers in Russia. Europe's biggest river, the Volga, flows 

into the Caspian Sea. The main Siberian rivers — the Ob, the Yenisei and the Lena — 

flow from the south to the north. The Amur in the Far East flows into Pacific Ocean. 
    Russia is rich in beautiful lakes. The world's deepest lake (1600 meters) is Lake 

Baikal. It is much smaller than the Baltic Sea, but there is much more water in it than in 

the Baltic Sea. The water in the lake is so clear that if you look down you can count the 
stones on the bottom. 

    Russia has one-sixth of the world's forests. They are concentrated in the European 

north of the country, in Siberia and in the Far East. 

On the vast territory of the country there are various types of climate, from arctic in the 
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north to subtropical in the south. In the middle of the country the climate is temperate 

and continental. 

    Russia is very rich in oil, coal, iron ore, natural gas, copper, nickel and other mineral 

resources. 
    Russia is a parliamentary republic. The Head of the State is the President. The 

legislative powers are exercised by the Duma. 

    The capital of Russia is Moscow. It is its largest political, scientific, cultural and 

industrial centre. It is one of the oldest Russian cities. 
    At present, the political and economic situation in the country is rather complicated. 

There are a lot of problems in the national economy of the Russian Federation. 

    But in spite of the problems Russia is facing at present, there are a lot of opportunities 
for this country to become one of the leading countries in the world. 

  

4. Комментарии к тексту: 

 

to occupy 
surface 

to border on 

steppes 

plain 
midland 

highland 

lowland 
to flow into 

various 

arctic 

subtropical 
continental 

temperate 

legislative 
to be rich in 

scientific 

complicated 

opportunity 
leading 

занимать 
поверхность 

граничить с 

степи 

равнина, плоскость 
средняя полоса 

высокогорная местность 

низменность 
впадать 

различный 

северный, полярный 

субтропический 
континентальный 

умеренный 

законодательный орган 
быть богатым  

научный 

сложный, осложненный 

возможность 
ведущий, лидирующий 

 

5. Прочитайте таблицу имен собственных. Запомните названия. 

Вспомните правила образования имен собственных. Образуйте слова 

согласно образцу.   

  

Russia 

Europe 

China 

Mongolia 
Korea 

Россия 

Европа 

Китай 

Монголия 
Корея 
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Kazakhstan 

Georgia 
Azerbaijan 

Norway 

Finland 
Baltic 

Byelorussia 

Ukraine 

USA 
Urals 

Caucasus 

Asia 

Altai 

Казахстан 

Грузия 
Азербайджан 

Норвегия 

Финляндия 
Балтика 

Белоруссия 

Украина 

США 
Урал 

Кавказ 

Азия 

Алтай 

 
1) Russia                          Russian  

     Korea                           Korean 

     Europe         + - (ia)n   __________ 
     Georgia                        __________ 

     Ukrainian                     __________ 

     America                        __________ 

2) China            + -ese      Chinese 
     Japan                            __________ 

3) Spain            + -ish      Spanish 

     Britain                         ___________ 

     Finland                        ___________ 
                   

6. Прочитайте и переведите интернационализмы без использования 

словаря:  

Federation; million; tundra; gas; mineral; republic; parliament; political; 

industrial; centre; economic situation; problem; national economy;  

 

7. Составьте словосочетания: 

Earth’s                      climate 

Variety of                  recourses 

Mineral                     country 
The largest                 vegetation 

Parliamentary            surface 

Legislative                  republic 

Temperate                  power 
 

8. Найдите в тексте следующие эквиваленты: 

Самая большая страна в мире; общая площадь; имеет морскую границу с 
США; разнообразие ландшафта и растительности; две великие равнины; на 

территории страны имеется несколько горных цепей; в озере Байкал 
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намного больше воды, чем в Балтийском море; несколько типов климата; 

Россия – парламентская республика; крупный научный и культурный центр;  

 

9. Вспомните правила образования степеней сравнения прилагательных. 

Найдите в тексте предложения, содержащие следующие 

прилагательные. Образуйте соответствующие формы прилагательных:  

The largest; the biggest; the deepest; smaller; 

 

Положительная 
степень 

Сравнительная 
степень 

Превосходная 
степень 

great 

rich 

 

 
 

small 

 
 

large 

 

 

more important 

 

 

 

the biggest 
 

the deepest 

  

10.  Определите форму глагола в предложениях. Объясните использование 

именно этой формы глагола: 

1) The country is washed by 12 seas and 3 oceans; 2) It also has a sea 

border with the USA; 3) There are several mountain chains on the territory of the 

country; 4) The legislative powers are exercised by the Duma; 5) In spite of the 

problems Russia is facing today, there are a lot of opportunities for this country; 
6) They are concentrated in the European part of the country; 7) The population 

of the country is constantly increasing;      

 

11. Найдите в тексте параграфы, содержащие следующую информацию: 

 Geographical position and geographical features of the Russian Federation; 

 Countries which Russia borders on; 

 The country’s climate; 

 
12.  Переведите предложения на английский язык: 

1)  Общая площадь Российской федерации составляет более 17 

миллионов километров. 2) В мире вряд ли есть еще одна страна с такой 

разнообразной флорой и фауной. 3) Озеро Байкал — самое глубокое озеро 
на земном шаре и служит предметом гордости россиян. 4) На территории 

Российской федерации существует 11 часовых поясов. 5) Россия является 

конституционной республикой с президентской формой правления. 6) 
Законодательная власть принадлежит Федеральному Собранию, 

состоящему из двух палат. 7) Законодательная и судебная власти прямо не 

подчиняются Президенту. 
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13.  Насколько хорошо вы знаете свою страну: 

     What is (are): 
• the biggest Russian lake? 
• the longest Russian river (in European and Asian parts of the Russian      

Federation)? 

• a city with subtropical climate? 

• cities with arctic climate? 
• agricultural regions? 

• old historical cities? 

• places of recreation and tourism? 
 

 

     Unit 2  Russia’s Historical Geography 

 

1. Прочитайте текст: 

 

1. Geography. The Russian Federation stretches across much of the north of 
the supercontinent of Eurasia. It contains a large share of the world's Arctic and 

sub-Arctic areas. The mid-annual temperature is +5.5°C (42°F). 

     Most of the land consists of vast plains, both in the European part and the part 

of Asian territory that is known as Siberia. These plains are predominantly 
steppes (vast grasslands) to the south and heavily forested to the north, with 

tundra along the northern coast. The areas of Siberia and the Far East occupy 

more than half of the territory of Russia. Mountain ranges are found along the 
southern borders, such as the Caucasus (containing Mount Elbrus, Russia's and 

Europe's highest point at 5,642 m / 18,511 ft) and the Altai, and in the eastern 

parts, such as the Verkhoyansk Range or the volcanoes on Kamchatka. The more 

central Ural Mountains, a north-south range that form the primary divide between 
Europe and Asia, are also notable. 

    Russia has an extensive coastline of over 37,000 kilometers (23,000 mi) along 

the Arctic and Pacific Oceans, as well as more or less inland seas such as the 
Baltic, the Black and Caspian seas. Some smaller bodies of water are part of the 

open oceans; the Barents Sea, the White Sea, the Kara Sea, the Laptev Sea and 

the East Siberian Sea are part of the Arctic, whereas the Bering Sea, the Sea of 

Okhotsk and the Sea of Japan belong to the Pacific Ocean. 
2. Localities. In 1708 Peter the Great divided Imperial Russia into eight large 

provinces - gubernii. A county - uyezd was the subdivision of a province. 

    The statute of 1775 instituted by Catherine the Great divided Russia into 40 

provinces, each divided into an average of 10 counties. 
    In 1797 each county was divided into districts - volosti and villages, 

distinguished by the fact that a village normally had a church. There was also a 

police jurisdiction. This organization remained fairly stable. 
    At the beginning of the 20th century there were 50 provinces in European 

Russia; not including Finland, Poland, and the Caucasus. Most of the provinces in 
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the Caucasus, Central Asia, and Far East corresponding to imperial provinces 

were called districts - oblasti. In 1914, there were 78 provinces and 20 districts. 

    In modern Russia, a district is an equivalent to an imperial province. There are 

more provinces in modern Russia than there were provinces in Imperial Russia. 
    A region is the intermediate jurisdiction in modern Russia, taking the place of 

counties and districts. 

 

2. Комментарии к тексту: 

 

 

stretch across 

mid-annual 

temperature 
extensive coastline 

 

inland 
 

county 

police jurisdiction 

 
district 

 

 

тянуться вдоль 

среднегодовая 

температура 
широкое 

побережье 

внутренняя часть 
страны 

губерния, округ 

полицейский, 

судебный округ 
округ, область 

 

3. Изучите меры длины, шкалы температур и их сокращения. 

Определите значение сокращений : 

C – Celsius; F – Fahrenheit; 

ft – feet; international foot = 0,3048 meters; 3 feet = 1 yard = 90 centimeters;  

mi – mile; British and American mile = 1609 meters = 5280 feet; nautical mile 
(морская миля) = 6080 ft;  

m – meter; km – kilometer; 

cm -__________; oz - __________; lb -_________; kg -_________; l -

_________; 
 

4. Вспомните правила употребления определенного артикля the с 

географическими названиями. Найдите в тексте географические 

названия и объясните их употребление с артиклем the и без него. 

Выполните упражнение: 

Interesting facts about water spaces:  

___ Bermuda Triangle is located in ___ Atlantic Ocean. The longest river of the 
world is ___ Nile River. The lowest lake of the world is ___ Dead Sea, the 

deepest lake is ___ Lake Baikal, and the longest lake is ___ Tanganyika. ___ 

Lake Superior is the largest of ___ Great Lakes. In ___ Atlantic Ocean, ___ 
American Mediterranean Sea is the combination of the seas of ___ Gulf of 

Mexico and ___ Caribbean Sea. ___ Victoria Falls is the largest waterfall in the 
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world. ___Tugela Falls is the world’s second tallest. Europe’s highest waterfall is 

___ Utigard in Norway. 

 

5. Изучите  суффиксы и примеры образования прилагательных. 

Образуйте самостоятельно прилагательные, полученные 

прилагательные переведите: 

North + ern = northern; east + ern = eastern; center + al = central; beauty + ful 

= beautiful; note + able = notable; vary + ous =various; attract + ive 
=attractive;    

 

South______; drink_____; form_____; office_____; fame_____; West____; 
accident____; use_____; select____; ambition_____; 

 

6. Переведите фразы с русского языка на английский: 

Тянуться вдоль побережья; лесистая местность; широкое побережье; часть 
области; отличаться чем-либо; области Российской Империи; каждая 

область была разделена на округи; современная Россия; 

 
7. Обратите внимание на сложные слова и способ их образования. 

Образуйте сложные слова самостоятельно, переведите:  

Super+continent = supercontinent            grass+land = grassland  

Coast+line = coastline                             high+land =highland 
Neighbor+hood = neighborhood            black+bird = blackbird 

 

 
     swimming             time                              finger                     fall   

     foot                        bird                              green                      pocket  

     head                       pool                             chair                       mail  

     black                      ache                             snow                      house 
     dish                        ball                              pick                        man 

    summer                   washer                         air                          print 

swimmingpool – бассейн; pickpocket – вор-карманник; 
 

8. Выполните упражнение, вставив необходимые предлоги: of, at, 

along, into, as, to, of. Полученные словосочетания с данными предлогами 

переведите и найдите в тексте: 

1) This document has become known ____ the Washington Declaration. 2)  

Today Yalta sanatorium consists ____ two buildings. 3) Travel _____ the 

Crimean coast and experience it all. 4) We’ll divide ____ groups so you can get 

to know your groupmates. 5) ____ the beginning there was no need in transport 
as the population was quite small. 6) 1. million of Korean Won is equivalent ___ 

USD 1.000. 7) I can never take the place ____ your parents.  

 
9. Дополните предложения: 

1) The highest mountains in our land are the … … 
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2) There are over two thousand rivers in the Russian Federation. The longest of 

them are the … … 

3) The areas of Siberia and the Far East occupy … … 

4) Russia has an extensive coastline of over 37,000 kilometers (23,000 mi) along the 
… … 

5) Peter the Great divided Imperial Russia into … … 

6) In modern Russia, a district is an equivalent to … … 

 
10.  Прочитайте небольшой текст о Петре 1. Вставьте пропущенные слова, 

подберите необходимую форму глагола; most, found, change, learn about, 

of, become, make, spend; 
Peter the Great (1672-1725) is probably the ______ famous of all the Russian 

tsars. Under his rule, Russia ________ from being a poor farming society into an 

empire. Peter toured Europe and ________ _____ western culture and science. 

Returning to Russia, he _______ changes to his army and government. He 
______ much of his time fighting wars against Ottoman Empire and against 

Sweden. He __________ St. Petersburg, his most lasting contribution to Russia. 

A gateway to Europe, St. Petersburg __________ the new capital _____ his 
kingdom. 

 

11.  Ответьте на вопросы для общего понимания текста: 

1) Is Russia the largest country in the world? 
2) What oceans wash the borders of the Russian Federation? 

3) What are the highest mountains in Russia? 

4) What is the extension of the Russia’s coastline along the Arctic and Pacific 
oceans?  

5) What was the subdivision of a province in Imperial Russia? 

6) How many provinces were there in European Russia?  

   
Unit  3   Administrative Division and Federal Subjects of Russia 

 

1. Прочитайте текст, внимательно изучите лексические единицы по 

данной теме: 

  

    According to the Russian Constitution, the Russian Federation consists of 

republics, krais, oblasts, cities of federal importance, an autonomous oblast 
(districts), and autonomous okrugs, all of which are equal subjects of the Russian 

Federation. In 1993, there were 89 federal subjects. By 2008, the number of 

federal subjects had been decreased to 83 because of several mergers. In 2014, 

Sevastopol and the Republic of Crimea became the 84th and 85th federal subjects 
of Russia.   

     Since March 18, 2014, the Russian Federation consisted of 85 federal subjects 

that are constituent members of the Federation. Every federal subject has its own 
head, a parliament, and a constitutional court. Federal subjects have their own 

constitution and legislation. Subjects have equal rights in relations with federal 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Russian_Federation
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government bodies. All federal subjects are of equal federal rights in the sense 

that they have equal representation—two delegates each—in the Federation 

Council. 

    There are 6 types of federal subjects: 

 22 republics 

 9 krais 

 46 oblasts 

 3 federal cities 

 1 autonomous oblast 

 4 autonomous okrugs. 
    Autonomous okrugs are the only ones that have a peculiar status of being 

federal subjects in their own right, yet at the same time they are considered to be 

administrative divisions of other federal subjects. 

    On March 18, 2014, as a part of the 2014 Crimean events and following the 
establishment of the Republic of Crimea, a treaty was signed between Russia and 

the Republic of Crimea incorporating the Republic of Crimea and the City of 

Sevastopol as the constituent members of the Russian Federation According to 
the Treaty, the Republic of Crimea is accepted as a federal subject with the status 

of a republic while the City of Sevastopol has received federal city status. 

    As a result, the modern administrative-territorial structures of the federal 

subjects vary significantly from one federal subject to another. The following 
types of high-level administrative divisions are recognized: 

 administrative districts (raions) 

 cities/towns and urban-type settlements of federal subject significance 

 closed administrative-territorial formations 

    Autonomous okrugs and okrugs are intermediary units of administrative 
divisions, which include some of the federal subject's districts and 

cities/towns/urban-type settlements of federal subject significance. 

    Autonomous okrugs, while being under the jurisdiction of another federal 
subject, are still constitutionally recognized as federal subjects on their own right. 

For example, Chukotka Autonomous Okrug is an exception in that it is not 

administratively subordinated to any other federal subject of Russia. 

    Okrugs are usually former autonomous okrugs that lost their federal subject 
status due to a merger with another federal subject. 

    Typical lower-level administrative divisions include: 

 selsoviets (rural councils) 

 towns and urban-type settlements of the administrative district significance 

 city districts 

 

2. Комментарии к тексту.  

 

importance 

 
equal 

значение, 

важность 
равняться, быть 
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         decrease 
 

merger 

 
constituent 

 

relations 

representation 
peculiar status 

establishment 

 

treaty 
 

sign 

vary significantly 
 

intermediary unit 

 

recognize 
on their own right 

 

incorporate 

равным 

уменьшение, 
убывание 

присоединять к 

себе, сливаться 
законодательный, 

правомочный 

правоотношения 

представительство 
особый статус 

основание, 

устройство 

соглашение, 
договор 

подписывать 

значительно 
изменяться 

промежуточная 

единица 

признавать 
на основе своих 

собственных прав 

объединять 

 

 

3. Переведите следующие слова без словаря. Объясните данное 

лексическое явление: 

Federation; Constitution; federal; status; delegates; republic; administration; 
urban; type; presentation; autonomous; subject; crisis;   

 

4. Найдите в тексте эквиваленты данных выражений: 

Согласно Конституции; количество федеральных субъектов уменьшилось; 
имеет свой собственный устав и законодательство; Совет Федерации; как 

часть событий; подписывать договор; субъект Федерации; 

административное деление; территориальные образования;  
 

5. Изучите термины и их официальный перевод: 

 

Rank Russian 

(Cyrillic) 

Russian 

(Latin) 

English – 

official 
translation 

English – 

unofficial 
translation 

ISO 3166-2 

Newsletter II-
2 (2010-06-

30) 
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- 
субъект Российской 

Федерации 

subyekt 
Rossiyskoy 

Federatsii 

constituent 

entity of 
the 

Russian 

Federation 

subject of 

the 

Russian 

Federation 

(not 

mentioned) 

1 Республика respublika republic Republic republic 

2 Край kraĭ kray Territory 
administrative 

territory 

3 Область oblast oblast Region 
administrative 

region 

4 
город федерального 

значения 

gorod 
federal'nogo 

znacheniya 

city of 
federal 

significance 

city of 
federal 

importance 

autonomous 
city (the 

Russian term 

used in ISO 
is avtonomnyy 

gorod) 

5 автономная область 
avtonomnaya 

oblast 

autonomous 

oblast 

autonomous 

region 

autonomous 

region 

6 автономный округ 
avtonomnyĭ 

okrug 

autonomous 

okrug 

autonomous 

area 

autonomous 

district 

    

 

6. Составьте словосочетания: 

 

                   federal                        body 

                constituent                    court 

                constitutional                divisions 
                    equal                         member 

                government                   rights 

                autonomous                  subject 

                    status                        okrugs 
                administrative               a republic 

 

7. Вставьте необходимые предлоги: 

 

1) Imperial Russia (Russian Empire) before 1917 was divided _____ gubernias or 

provinces. A) on;    B) in;    C) into; 

2) Current administrative division consists ____ 46 oblasts, 22 republics, 4 
autonomous okrugs, 9 krays, 3 federal cities, and 1 autonomous oblast as follows. 

A) about;  B) of;   C) in; 
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3) The truth is that we know very little _____ the early inhabitants of Russia. 

A)  about;  B) on;   C)  of; 

4)  The history of Russia begins _____ that of the East Slavs, the ethnic group that 

eventually split into the Russians, Ukrainians, and Belarusians. 
A) In;  B) with;  C) to; 

5) Expansion ____ the western direction sharpened Russia's awareness of its 

backwardness (отсталость). 

A)  to;  B) in;  C) of; 
6) Some progress has been made _____ the economic front.  

A) on;  B) in;  C) at; 

 

 

8. Продолжите высказывание: 

 

1) the Russian Federation 
consists of … 

 

2) Sevastopol and the Republic 

of Crimea became… 
 

3) Subjects have equal rights 

in… 
4) Autonomous okrugs and 

okrugs are intermediary… 

 

5) Chukotka Autonomous Okrug 
is an exception in that … 

a) it is not administratively 
subordinated to any other 

federal subject of Russia. 

b) relations with federal 

government bodies. 
c) intermediary units of 

administrative divisions. 

d) republics, krais, oblasts, 
cities of federal importance, 

an autonomous oblast, and 

autonomous okrugs. 

e) the 84th and 85th federal 
subjects of Russia. 

 

 

9. Ответьте на вопросы. Насколько хорошо вы изучили данную тему? 

1) How many types of federal subjects do you know? 

2) When did Sevastopol and the Republic of Crimea become the federal subjects of 

Russia? 
3) Do all federal subjects have equal federal rights? 

4) What is considered to be the administrative division of other federal subjects?   

5) Is administrative district recognized as a high-level administration division? 

6) Why did former autonomous okrugs lose their federal subject status? 
7) Do typical lower-level administrative divisions include city districts? 

 

10.  Выделите основные положения, сделайте краткое изложение данного 

текста.  Используйте следующие вводные слова: 

 

To begin with, … 

Firstly, ... / Secondly, ... / Finally, ...  
The first thing that needs to be said is ...  
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First and foremost …  

It is noticeable that ... 

It is a well-known fact that … 

What is more, …  
Besides, …  

Because it is… 

It is (very) clear from these observations that ...  

 
 

Unit 4   Economy of Russia 

 

1. Прочитайте текст. What do you know about the economy in Russia? 

1. Economy is a foundation of any country's life. 

    The economy of Russia is going through a transitional period from the centrally 

planned socialist economy to a market economy. After the collapse of the Soviet 
Union in 1991 the greater part of industries was privatized, agriculture and land 

underwent partial privatization later and are still undergoing it. After the crisis of 

1997 and the depreciation of the rouble followed by sharp deterioration in living 
standards for most of the population, Russia's economy faced recession.  

    The economy started recovering in 1999, partially because of high export prices 

on oil and gas which Russia is rich in. We have an abundance of natural resources. 

Russia is very rich in oil, gas, coal and precious metals. These things make our 
economy stronger. The GDP of our country is about two trillion dollars. Russia is 

still heavily dependent on export of oil, gas and timber. We’ve got used to making 

money on natural resources. While Russia’s industrial and farming sectors are still 
weak as compared with those of the developed countries, but the rate of economic 

growth of the country is very high. If the rate is the same within a period of several 

years, Russia will be the second largest European economy after Germany. 

    There are also a lot of branches of industry in Russia, such as metallurgical, 
chemical and automobile industries. There are a lot of automobile factories in the 

cities of Russia. Russia has got a wide range of textile industries. Most of them are 

concentrated in the central region. 
2. Russia contains over 30 percent of the world's natural resources, which are 

estimated to be worth $75.7 trillion, Russia is the most resource-rich country in the 

world .One of the main directions in the economic development of Russia is 

forestry. Its purpose is the reproduction and utilization of forest resources, to use 
forest lands more intensively, to increase control over the rational use of forest 

resources and protect forests against fires, pests and diseases. This sphere of 

economy is closely connected with the other sectors of country’s economic activity. 

Russian engineering supplies the timber industry with various machinery: gasoline-
motor-powered saws, branch cutters, loaders of original design, etc.   

3. Russia has a large arms industry, capable of designing and manufacturing 

high-tech military equipment, including a fifth-generation fighter jet, nuclear 
powered submarines, firearms, short range/long range ballistic missiles. The value of 

Russian arms exports totaled $15.7 billion in 2013—second only to the US. Top 
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military exports from Russia include combat aircraft, air defense systems, ships and 

submarines. 

 

2. Комментарии к тексту: 

 

collapse 

 

undergo 

 
deterioration 

recession 

 

recover 
timber 

 

rate 
branch 

estimate 

 

resource-rich 
 

increase 

 
supply 

saw 

cutter 

loader 
missiles 

combat aircraft 

упадок, обвал, 

падение 

подвергаться, 

испытывать  
ухудшение 

экономический 

кризис 

восстанавливать 
лес, 

лесоматериал 

шкала 
ветвь 

подсчитывать, 

насчитывать 

богатый 
ресурсами 

рост, 

прибавление 
поставлять 

пила 

мотопила 

погрузчик 
снаряд, ракета 

военный самолет 

 

3. Вспомните правила чтения чисел, дат. Прочитайте следующие числа и 

даты: 

$2.75 = two dollars seventy (five cents); 2,75 = two point seven five; 100 = one 

hundred; 25% = twenty five per cent; 1986 = nineteen eighty six;  

 
1991; 1997; 1999; 2 trillion; $75.7 trillion; $15.7 billion; 2013; 30%; 2,5%; 2002; 

 

4. Переведите следующие слова без словаря. Объясните данное 

лексическое явление: 

Economy, period, socialist, collapse, privatize, crisis, export, metal, dollar, 

rouble, gas, sector, automobile, utilization, sphere, high-tech. 

  
5. Переведите следующие словосочетания на русский язык: 
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Market economy; the depreciation of the rouble; Russia's economy faced 

recession; abundance of natural resources; making money on natural resources; 

high export prices on oil; developed countries;  

 
6. Укажите в тексте параграфы, соответствующие данным утверждениям: 

1. Abundance of natural resources makes Russia’s economy stronger. 

2. Russia’s industrial and farming sectors are weak. 

3. Russia is the most resource-rich country in the world. 
4. Russian engineering supplies the timber industry with various machinery. 

5. Russia has a large arms industry. 

 
7. Продолжите предложения: 

1. The economy of Russia started recovering in 1999 partially because of... … 

2. We’ve got used to making money on… … 

3. While Russia’s industrial and farming sectors are … … as compared with those 
of the developed countries. 

4. Forestry’s purpose is the … … 

5. Russian engineering supplies the timber industry with various machinery, such 
as… … 

6. Top military exports from Russia include… … 

 

     8. Сделайте краткий обзор текста, выделите основные понятия и данные 

по теме: «Экономика России». 
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          Additional Texts for Reading 

          Spotlight on Russia 

           

          Text 1 Ways of Life in Russia 

    Russia is huge country, so, of course, the way of life can be very different depending 

on where people live.  

    Village life. A quarter of the population of Russia, about 40 million people, live in 

villages. Russia’s size means village life has hardly changed in centuries and is still very 
traditional, although quite hard. People’s livelihoods depend on crops and livestock. 

They must work in the fields and tend to their animals. The summer harvest has to last 

through the winter and often the only way for people to make money is to sell their 
produce at the market in the nearest city. However, the isolation and simplicity that 

makes village life difficult is also what makes it wonderful. There are no factories or 

traffic, onle fresh air, clear streams and beautiful forests. 

    Life on the Black Sea. The best stretch of coastline in Russia is in the south-east on 
the coast of the Black Sea. This is where many Russians go for their summer holidays. 

It is a densely populated area and the peole who live there make their living from the 

tourists who come for their holidays between May and October. Almost every house has 
rooms to rent and the streets and beaches are crowded with people. There are also many 

different types of water sports availiable.  

    City life. The majoriry of Russians live in the city. They usually live in multy-storey 

blocks of flats that can have up to 400 flats in them. The flats vary from 40m
2 
to 200m

2
. 

Many families of 4-5 people live in a 2 or 3-roomed flat. Often 2 or 3 generations live in 

the same flat, and so it can get overcrowded. 

    Life in the north. In the far north of Russia, conditions are harsh, and the life is very 
difficult. This is where you will find large oil fields and mining operations. Big 

companies attract people to work and live there by giving them highsalaries and free 

housing. Even so, many people leave after a short time because they cannot cope with 

the freezing cold conditions and temperatures as low as – 50
o
. 

 

 Where do you live? 

 Does your lifestyle depend on the place you live in? If no, why not? 

  

         Text 2 Downtown Moscow. Visit to Tsaritsyno 

    Twenty minutes from downtown Moscow, you will find the Tsaritsyno Estate. It is a 
huge place and parks whose official name is the State Historical, Architectural, Art and 

Landscape museum Reserve Tsaritsyno. The park covers an area of over 700 hectares 

and has beautiful scenery. The waters of the Upper Tsaritsyno pond together with the 
Shipilovsky and Borisvsky ponds form the largest group of ponds in Moscow.    

    The palace was built as a royal residence for Catherine the Great by the famous 

Russian architect, Vasiliy Bazhenov in a romantic gothic style. However, after ten years 

of construction, the tsarica was unhappy and tore mant of the buildings down when she 
saw them, in 1785. Another architect, matvey kazakov, was ordered to rebuild the 

palace, but it was not completed before Catherine’s death. 
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    Over the next two hundred years the palatial estate turned into majestic ruins. 

Although it was abandonded, it became a favourite place for Muscovites to spend 

timeoutdoors. Finally, in 1984 a decision was reached to completely restore 

Tsaritsyno’s architecture and park, and make it the home of the State Museum of Arts 
and Crafts of the People of the USSR. The majority of the architectural monuments 

have now been restored and the grounds have been renovated.  

    Today visitors can see collections of modern arts crafts including porcelain, glass, 

ceramics, decorative textiles, leather, jewelerry and more. Original creations from 
leading artists of various generations, national schools, and artistic orientations are on 

display. Excursions, educational proggrammes, concerts, festive events as well as the 

beauty of the park and ponds also await visitors. 
    The restoration of the Grand Palace was completed by the end of 2007. Large-scale 

resoration and landscaping of the park and the ponds were also carried out. Tsaritsyno, a 

jewel of Russian culture, has a grand future. 

 Have you ever visited Tsaritsyno? 

 After reading this would you like to? Give reasons why (not). 

 
         Text 3 Let’s Find out about Mir 

    Russia has a long and distinguished history in space. It was the first country to send a 

satellite into space, the first country to send a man into space and the first country to 
launch a space station into space.  Even now, as thr International Space Station is still in 

its days, the Russians have already ‘been there and done that’. 

    The Mir Orbital Complex was in orbit for fifteen years, three times longer than 

initially planned. During that time, there were many manned missions to and from it and 
many spacewalks.  

    Mir took ten years to build. The main piece or module weighing 20 tonnes was 

launched individually and added to the main module making a total weight of 130 
tonnes. The main module contained the living quarters for two cosmonauts in tiny 

cabins with windows. The first two crew members were Leonid Kizim and Vladimir 

Soloviev. 

    Mir was taken out of orbit on 2001 because of financial reasons. There just wasn’t 
enough government or private funding to keep it on operation. What remains of the Mir 

Space Station is now somewhere at the bottom of the Pacific Ocean, but it will remain a 

huge achievement in space technology and a landmark in spaceflight history. 

 Do you know anything about Mir that is not mentioned in the text? 

 What other landmark events in space has Russia been involved in? 

 
Text 4 Trans-Siberian Railway 

    There are thousands of natural and cultural attractions in Russia and no better way to 

see them than by train.  
    Mant people say the onle way to see Russia is by train. So, it you are going by train, 

you may as well go on the nicest and longest train journey there is – on the Trans-

Siberian Railway. From start to finish the journey covers 6,000 miles, that’s a third of 

the way around the Earth. 
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    The best thing about this journey though, is that you don’t have to make it 

continuous. There is a regular service, so you can get on and off the train to enjoy the 

many wonderful cities along the way. For example, you can stop at Yaroslavl, which is 

one of Russia’s oldest cities and has many beautiful buildings to see. Then there is 
Krasnoyarsk, founded in 1628, where you can see the unusual cliffs at Stolby Reserve. 

Let’s not forget Vladivostok, with its beautiful natural harbor and lively city center.  

    The railway has three main routes. The Trans-Siberian line goes from Moscow to 

Vladivostok. The Trans-Manchurian line goes from Tarskaya to Beijing through 
Mongolia. Whichever one you take though, you can be sure to pass through some of the 

most amazing landscapes in the world and visit some picturesque towns and cities. With 

the Trans-Siberian Railway, getting there is as much fun as being there. 

 Is there a place in Russia you would really like to visit? 

 Have you ever on the Trans-Siberian railway? If no, would you like to? 
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The Crimea: Общие сведения 

Unit 1  Finds in Panticapaeum 

 

1.  Прочтите, переведите без словаря: 

archaeologist, museum, реdestal, сеntre, expert, structure, fragment, amphora, 

prize, architectural, complex, public. 

 

2.  Определите тип слога чтения ударной гласной буквы в слове: 

fine, art, step, that, dig, temple, winner, life, dug, will, form, part. 
 

3.  Прочтите  географические понятия: 

Panticapeum, Moscow, Bosphorus, Kerch, the Mithridate Hill, Crimea. 

 
4.  Прочтите личные имена: 

Apollo, Aphrodite, Dionysus, Heracles, Athena, Mithridate. 

 

5.  Объясните способ словообразования: 

tree-step реdestal, especially, representation, knowledge. 

 

6.  Определите форму причастия: 

street dug up there; 

experts digging on the Mithridate’s Hill. 

 

7.  Определите часть речи: 

foundation, investigating the remnants, winner, architectural, archaeologist. 

 

8.  Образуйте существительное от глагола: 

to win, to build, to know, to found. 
 

9.  Прочтите однокоренные слова: 

found – foundation – founder – foundling; 
investigate – investigation – investigative – investigator; 

know – knowledge – knowing – know-how – know-all – knowingly; 

represent – representation – representative; 

win – winner – winning; 
inhabit – inhabitant – inhabitation. 

 

10. Запишите в словарь: 

temple  – храм 

dig (dug)  – копать 

sacred  – священный 

inhabitant  – житель 
terra-cotta  – теракота 

representation – изображения 

investigate  – исследовать 
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remnant  – остаток 

inscription  – надпись 

competition  – соревнование 

honour  – честь 
ancient  – древний 

increase  – увеличивать 

public   – общественный 

whole   – целый 
set up   – устанавливать 

 

Finds in Panticapaeum 

Archaeologists from the Moscow fine arts museum have found the foundation 

and a part of a three-step pedestal of a temple that stood in the 4th century B. C. in the 

centre of Panticapaeum, the capital of the kingdom of Bosphirus. 

Experts, digging on the Mithridate’s Hill in Kerch, the Crimea, think the temple 
was especially sacred to the local inhabitants. 

The archaeologists have also found many terra-cotta representations of Apollo, 

Aphrodite, Dionysus and Heracles. Investigating the remnants of the structure they 
found a large fragment of  an amphora. The inscription on it says that the amphora was 

a prize to a competition winner in the Panathenaea Attica festivities in honour of 

Athena. 

Knowledge about the life of the ancient city is increasing. The remains of towers, 
fortress walls, a public building of more them 900 square-meters, and the whole street 

dug up there will form a part of the architectural and archaeological complex being set 

up. 
       from the «Moscow News» 

 

11. Образуйте 3 формы глагола: 

to live,to  stand, to dig, to say, to be,  to have,  to increase, to investigate, to build,  
to find, to set 

 

12. Переведите словосочетания на английский язык: 

музей изящных искусств; часть трёхступенчатого пьедестала; до новой эры; 

Боспорское царство; особенно священный; местные жители. 

 

13. Образуйте словосочетание, используя слова из разных колонок: 

A                                                   B 

terra-cotta festivities 

the remnant of the winner 

fragment of an representation 

a competition structure 

Panathenaea Attica amphora 

 

 

14. Подберите эквиваленты: 
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in honor of Athena целая улица 

квадратне метры 

в честь богини Афины 

древний город 
общественное здание 

the ancient city 

public building 

square metres 
the whole street 

 

15. Закончите предложение: 

The temple stood in the centre of   … . 
The temple was sacred to the   … . 

They have found a large   … . 
 

16. Выразите  согласие: 

The temple stood in the 4th century B.C. 
The temple was especially sacred. 

The amphora was a prize. 
 

17. Выразите несогласие: 

Knowledge is not increasing. 

They are not setting an archaeological complex. 
They did not dig up the whole street. 
 

18. Составьте предложение из данных слов: 

part, complex, the, of, form, will, they. 
 

19. Определите время и залог глагола-сказуемого: 

The temple stood in the 4th century B.C. 

They have found many terra-cotta representations. 
Knowledge about the life of the ancient city is increasing. 
 

20. Составьте предложения, используя подстановочную таблицу: 

A 

They have found representations of Apollo 

Aphrodite 
Dionysus 

Heracles  

 

B 

The temple stood in the centre of the capital 

an ancient city 

Panticapeum 
the complex 

the street 

the square 

 

C 
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They dug up the remains of towers 

fortress walls 

a public building 

the foundation 
the temple 

 

21. Составьте вопросы всех типов к предложению: 

They found а three-step реdestal. 
They dug up an amphora. 

They are setting up а complex. 

 

22. Подберите предлог: 

archaeologists   …   Moskow.    of 

…   in the 4th century B.C. the    from 

…   the Mithridate’s Hill     on 
the capital   …   the Kindom Bosphorus  in 

 

23. Подберите форму неопределённого артикля для существительных: 

temple, inscription, art, amphora, prize, сеntury, archaeologist, metre, 

architecture. 

 

24. Ответьте на вопросы: 

When do archaeologists dig? 

What have they found? 

What are they setting up? 
 

25. Измените  залог глагола-сказуемого: 

They will form a part of the complex. 

The inscription says about the festivities. 
They dug up the whole street. 

 

26. Составьте диалог по образцу: 

A.: Have you ever seen archaeologists? 

B.: Yes, I have. They dig every summer on the Mithridate’s Hill. 

A.: And what have they found there? 

B.: They have found many terra-cotta representations. 
A.: Have you seen them? 

B.: Yes, I have. I have seen representations of Apollo, Aphrodite, Dionysus 

Heracles. 

A.: Where have you seen them? 
B.: I have visited our art gallery. I hope you’ll go there too. 

A.: With pleasure. Thank you. 

27. Переведите на английский язык: 

Пантикапей-древний город.  

Знания о древнем городе увеличиваются. 
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Архитекторы нашли развалины храма. 
 

28. Передайте содержание текста своими словами. 
 

Unit 2  Livadia Palace  

 

1.  Прочтите, переведите без словаря: 

Residence,  tsar, architect, academician, architecture, renaissance, element, style, 
façade, catholic, altar, mosaic, master, metal, arch, vase, conference, coordinate, plan, 

policy, declaration, document, interior, decoration, material, majolica, finish, session, 

vestibule, style, balcony, reorganize, clinic, sanatorium, park. 
 

2.  Прочтите географические понятия: 

Livadia, the Urals, Bakhchisarai, Yalta, the USSR, the US Germany, Europe, 
Venice, Italy, the Crimea. 

 

3.  Определите тип чтения ударной гласной буквы: 

Far, summer, architect, style, like, church, made, gate, white, marble, went, 

devote, plan, united, theme, us, use, artist, late, open, park, from, edge, resort. 
 

4.  Прочтите хронологические даты: 

In 1911                                                        in April 1945 
To the 1945 Yalta conference                     a 16th century English castle    

In 1917                                                        in 1925 
 

5.  Определите способ образования слова: 

settlement                     architectural               rebuilt 

Inscription                    government                historical 
copies                           exhibition                   reorganized 

oldest                            post-war                     later 
 

6.  Определить форму причастия: 

a rebuilt catholic chapel; 
altar facing the south; 

forget metal gates;  

lanterns hanging from the arches; 

column standing near the belfry; 
historical memorial complex devoted to the 1945 Yalta conference; 

three allied powers; 

the United Kingdom; 

their policy concerning the post-war world; 
a vast park spreading from the palace. 

7.  Определите часть речи: 

Architect; architectural, in finishing of the White Hell settlement; covers; 
different memorial; declaration; liberated; a gorgeous molding representing antigen 

themes; chestnut paneling; exhibition. 
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8.  Прочтите однокоренные слова: 

Settle – settler – settlement. 

Architect – architectural – architecture. 
Design – designer – designed – designing. 

Beauty – beautiful – beauteous – beautician. 

Hang – hangar – hangdog – hanger – hanging – hangmen. 

Script – scriptoria – scriptorium – scriptural – scripture – scriptwriter. 
Govern – governable – governance – government – governmental – governor. 

Coordinate – coordination. 

Defeat – defeatism – defeatist. 
Concern – concerning – concernment. 

Participant – participate – participating – participation – participial. 

Hold – holder – holding. 

Treat – treatment – treaty – treatise. 
Ail – ailing – ailment. 

Convene – convener.  

 
9.  Образуйте существительное от глагола: 

To settle, to design, to govern, to coordinate, to concern, to hold, to treat, to ail , to 

participate. 

 
10. Распределите слова по типу чтения определенного артикля: 

The settlement, the palace, the architect, the element, the design, the example, the 

chapel, the east, the arcade, the column, the conference, the exhibition, the edge. 
 

11. Запишите в словарь: 

Settlement   – поселение 

Design   – проект 
Church   – церковь 

Adjoin   – примыкать 

Chapel   – часовня 
Byzantine   – византийский 

Patio    – внутренний дворик 

Lantern   – фонарь 

Surround   – окружать 
Arcade   – аркада, сводная галерея 

Carving   – резьба по дереву, резная работа 

Dolphin   – дельфин 

Grape   – виноград 
Cornucopia   – рог изобилия 

Script   – рукописный шрифт 

Belfry   – колокольня, башня 
Ally    – соединять 

Defeat   – поражение 
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Concern   – касаться, иметь отношение 

Participate   – участвовать 

Display   – выставка 

Hold    – держать 
Gorgeous   – ярко расцвеченный, великолепный, прекрасный 

Mounding   – лепное украшение 

Chestnut   – каштан 

Resort   – курорт 
Treatment   – лечение 

Heart    – сердце 

Ailments   – нездоровье 
Sight    – достопримечательность 

Convene   – созывать, собираться 

Vast    – обширный, громадный 

Meadow   – луг 
 

Livadia Palace 

Livadia (Meadow) is a settlement 6 km far from Yalta. The main sight in the 
settlement is the Livadia Palace. It is the former summer residence of the Russian tsar. 

The palace was built by the architect Nikcolai Krasnov in 1911, and for his work N. 

Krasnov was given the title of Academician in Architecture. 

Renaissance motifs and elements of other styles can be found in the architectural 
design. An example of it is a church, which adjoins the west facade. A rebuilt catholic 

chapel with its altar facing not the east like in all Russian churches, but the south, has a 

beautiful Byzantine mosaic. The Urals masters made forged metal gates to the Italian 
patio, lanterns hanging from the arches were brought from Florence. 

The patio is surrounded by the arcade. Between the arches are carvings of 

dolphins, vases, grapes and cornucopias. In its centre there is a white marble fountain. 

Arabic script covers a grey marble column standing near the belfry. The 
inscription was made in honour of the Sultan who went on a journey to the lower 

Danube. Not far from the column is a fountain - a copy of the Bakhchisarai palace 

fountain. 
The Livadia palace is famous for its historical memorial complex devoted to the 

1945 Yalta conference. The heads of the governments of three allied powers of the 

USSR, the US, and the United Kingdom gathered in conference. They coordinated their 

war plans for the final defeat of fascist Germany and their policy concerning the post-
war world. The participants adopted a "Declaration on Liberated Europe" and agreed to 

convene a United Nations Conference in April 1945. The copies of the documents of the 

Yalta conference are now on the display in the White Hall of the palace. 

In the palace's interior decoration different materials were used: marble, mosaics, 
majolica, wood, metal. Marble was used in the finishings of the White Hall, where the 

sessions of the Yalta conference were held. The ceiling is decorated with a gorgeous 

moulding representing antique themes. 
The big reception hall is reminiscent of the hall of the council of the Five 

Hundred in the Doges' Palace in Venice, Italy. The vestibule has been modeled in 
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ancient Roman architecture style. The billiard room with its chestnut paneling reminds 

us a 16th century English castle. In all there are rooms including the balconies and 

passageways. 

Now the Livadia palace is also used as an exhibition hall. Paintings by the artists 
of the 19-20th centuries are on display in the palace's exhibitions.  

In 1917 the palace ensemble was nationalized. In 1925 the Livadia Peasant Resort 

was opened here. Six years later it was reorganized into a clinic sanatorium. 

Now the Livadia sanatorium is one of the most important ones on the Southern 
Coast. It specializes in the treatment of heart ailments. 

There is a vast park spreading from the palace to the very edge of the sea. It's one 

of the oldest parks in the Crimea. 
 

 

12.Найдите в тексте словосочетания: 

главная достопримечательность, католическая часовня, летняя резиденция, 
сварные металлические ворота, архитектурный проект, белый мраморный фонтан. 

 

13. Переведите словосочетания на русский язык: 

Between the arches, Arabic script, a grey marble column, near the belfry, in 

honour of sultan, not far from, renaissance motifs, elements of other styles. 

 

14. Составьте словосочетания, используя слова из разных колонок: 

A                                                  B 

memorial                                      powers 

the heads of the                            plans  
three allied                                   Europe 

war                                               complex 

declaration on liberated               governments        

 
15. Подберите эквиваленты: 

the copies of the documents                великолепное лепное украшение 

most important                                    зал приёмов 
different materials                               копии документов 

gorgeous mounding                            наиболее важный 

reception hall                                      различные материалы 

 
16. Употребите пропущенное слово: 

The heads of the … gathered in conference. 

They coordinated their … plans.  

The copies of the … are now on the display. 
 

17.Составьте предложение из данных слов: 

Tsar, the, is, of, Russian, residence, palace, the, former, the. 
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18. Выразите согласие: 

Livadia is 6 km far from Yalta. 

The Livadia palace is the former summer residence of the Russian tsar. 

The heads of the governments of three allied powers gathered in conference in 
Livadia.  

 

19. Выразите не согласие: 

There is no receptions hall in the Livadia palace. 
There are 16 rooms in the palace. 

In 1925 the Livadia Miners Resort was opened there. 

 
20. Подберите перевод для словосочетания «выставочный зал»: 

a reception hall, an exhibition hall, a billiard room , a clinic sanatorium. 

 

21. Составьте предложение, используя подставочную таблицу: 

A 

The Livadia palace is:         famous  

                                             the former summer residence of the Russian tsar  
                                             the historical memorial complex  

                                             a sanatorium  

                                             like an English castle  

                                             an exhibition  
B 

Marble                                 is used in the palace’s interior decoration. 

Mosaic 
Majolica 

Wood 

Metal 

 

22. Ответьте на вопросы: 

When was the palace built? 

Who was the architect of the palace? 
What does the billiard room remind? 

 

23. Составьте вопросы к подчеркнутым словам: 

The heads of the government gathered in conference. 
They coordinated their war plans. 

The participants adopted a declaration.  

 

24. Подберите предлог (on, of, in, of, in): 

the copies … the documents … the Yalta conference; 

are now … the display … the white Hall … the palace. 

25. Определить время и залог глагола – сказуемого: 

Marble was used in the finishing’s of the White Hall. 

Chestnut pale ling reminds us a 16th century English castle. 
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Paintings by the artists of the 19 – 20th centuries are on display in the palace’s 

exhibitions.  

   

26. Измените залог глагола – сказуемого: 

The architect Nicolay Krasnov built the palace. 

The new power nationalized the palace. 

The Livadia sanatorium specializes in the treatment of heart ailments. 

 

27. Составьте диалог по образу: 

A: Do you any sanatoriums 0on the Southern Coast of the Crimea? 

B: I know one. It is Livadia sanatorium. 
A: What does the word “Livadia” mean? 

B: It means “a meadow”. 

A: What is Livadia famous for? 

B: It is famous for it’s palace. 
A: When was the palace build? 

B: It was built in 1911. 

A: Who was the architect? 
B: Nicolay Krasnov was the architect. 

A: Who visited the palace? 

B: The heads of the government of the USSR, the US and the UK gathered in 

conference there. 
A: When did they gather? 

B: It was in April 1945. 

A: Thank you. 
B: You are welcome. 

 

28. Переведите на английский язык: 

Ливадийский дворец это исторический комплекс. 
Главы трёх держав собирались на конференцию. 

Копии документов Ялтинской конференции представлены на выставке.  

 
 

Unit 3  Ismail -Вeу Gasprinsky (1851 -1914) 

 

1. Прочтите, переведите без словаря: 

Person, post, talent, journalism, social, activity, periodicals, booklet, culture, 

national, political, contribute, novel, epic, character, literary, text, biographical, 

character, history, economics, politics, idea, author, artistic, Turkic, candidate, territory. 

 
 

 

2. Определите тип чтения ударной гласной буквы: 

Born, person, six, had, publish, till, print, hundred, life, rise, under, much, with, 

novel, such, plot, line, mix, for, hunter. 
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3. Определите способ образования слова: 

Highly, studied, Crimean – Tatar schools, journalism, publishing, printing – 

house, different, directly, education, socio – political, culture – educational. 
 

4. Определите часть речи, используя правило словообразования: 

National, development, political, consciousness, biographical, artistically, mixed, 

economics, literary, significance, educational, proposed. 
 

5. Образуйте существительное от глагола: 

To educate, to lead, to begin, to publish, to direct, to rise, to contribute, to create, 
to prosper, to signify, to propose. 

 

6. Прочтите географические названия: 

Bakhchisarai, Simferopol, Moscow, Istanbul, Paris. 
 

7. Прочтите хронологические даты: 

In 1851                    in 1883                  in 1905              on the 11 th of September   
In 1879                    in 1887                  in 1910    

 

8. Определите форму причастия: 

An educated person, an elected mayor, a mixed history, a connecting plot, a rising 
education, a developing  consciousness, a publishing novel, a developing society.  

 

9. Определите часть речи ing - формы глагола: 

From the beginning. 

In the printing house. 

The publishing of the novel. 

 
10. Прочтите однокоренные слова: 

journal – journalese – journalism – journalist – journalistic;  

publish – publisher – publishment; 
public – publication – publicist – publicity – publicly – publicize; 

social – sociability – sociable; 

active – activism – activist – activity; 

begin – beginner – beginning; 
print – printable – printer – printer – printing; 

period – periodic – periodical – periodically – periodicity; 

dedicate – dedicated – dedicatee – dedication – dedicator – dedicatory; 

differ – difference – different; 
direct – direction – directional – directly – director; 

educate – educative – educator; 

contribute – contribution – contributor – contributory; 
create – creation – creative – creator; 

prosper – prosperity – prosperous; 
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significance – significant – signification – significative – signify; 

propose – proposal – proposer – proposition; 

mayor – mayoralty – mayoress. 

 
11. Запишите в словарь: 

lead (led)   – вести  

periodical   – периодическое издание, журнал 

dedicate   – посвящать  
different   – различный, разный 

direct   – непосредственный  

rise     – повышение, подъём 
motto   – девиз  

unity    – единство  

language   – язык  

deed    – действие, дело 
contribute   – способствовать  

course   – курс, направление, ход 

consciousness  – сознание  
creative   – творческий, созидательный 

Muslim   – мусульманин  

prosperity   – процветание  

plot     – фабула, сюжет 
artistic   – художественный, артистический 

significance  – важность, значительность 

propose   – предлагать  
mayor   – мэр  

 

Ismail -Вeу Gasprinsky (1851 -1914) 

Ismail Mustafa oglu Gaspraly was born in 1851 in the village of Avdzhy-koy 
/Hunter/ in the Bakhchisarai district. He was a highly educated person. He studied in 

Simferopol, Moscow, Istanbul and Paris. 

For six years he had taught Russian at some Crimean-Tatar schools. In 1879 
Gasprinsky was elected Мaуоr of Bakhchisarai and held this post till 1883. 

His talent and love for journalism led him to publishing and social activities. 

Beginning from 1883 and till his death he published newspapers "Terdzhiman 

/Interpreter/, "Millet" /Nation/ and magazines "Alem-i-Niswan Women’s World", "Ha-
ha-ha" and "Alem-i-subyan" /Children's World. / 

In the printing-house of Gasprinsky besides periodicals, hundreds of books and 

booklets were published. They were dedicated to the different branches of science, 

culture and national life, which directly influenced the rise of national education. 
The educational activity of Gasprinsky under the motto "Unity in language, 

thoughts and deeds contributed much to the course of unity of the Turkic peoples and 

development of their national culture and political consciousness. 
Creative activities of 1 Gasprinsky began in 1887 with publishing of the novel 

"Frenkistan MektyubIeri" /The French Letters/. 
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The epic novel "Molla Abbas" combined such literary works as "French Letters", 

"The Moslems of the Country of Prosperity", "African Letters" and "Women's World". 

They are connected with the plot lines and main characters. Here the literary text has a 

biographical character, artistically mixed with history, economics, politics, and also 
different ideas of the author as for the development of the society. 

In 1905 the novel "Kun Dogdy" /The Sun Has Risen/ was published. The both 

novels and other literary works of Ismail Gasprinsky had a great significance for 

development of political and artistic idea of all Turkish peoples. 
In 1910 for his socio-political and culture-educational activities the French 

magazine "Revu du Monde Musulman" proposed him as a candidate for the Nobel 

Prize-of Рeaсe. 
Ismail Gasprinsky died on the 11/24/ of September 1914 and was buried on the 

territory of the redressed “Zendzhirli” in Bakhchisarai. 

 

 
12. Найдите в тексте словосочетания, переведите их на английский 

язык: 

в деревне, высоко образованный человек, в течение 6 лет, Крымско-
Татарская школа, был избран мэром, его талант и любовь к журналистке, 

социальная активность. 
 

13. Переведите словосочетания на русский язык: 

Till his death; hundreds of books; different branches of science; culture and 

national life; the rise of national education; under the motor; thoughts and deeds; 
creative activity; the course of unity; development of their nations  culture. 

 

14. Используйте словосочетания, используя слова из разных колонок: 

A                                           B 

in the printing                       novel 

political                                works 
the epic                                characters 

literary                                 consciousness 

main                                    house 
 

15. Подберите эквиваленты: 

plot line                                                              различные идеи 

literary text                                                         развитие общества 

biographical character                                        сюжетная линия 

different ideas                                                    биографический характер 
the development of the society                           литературный текст 

16. Подберите правильный перевод : 

They were dedicated to the different branches of science. 

Им посвящались различные отрасли науки. 
Они были посвящены различным отраслям науки. 

Различные отрасли науки были посвящены им. 
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17. Составьте предложение из данных слов: 

District, born, Bakhchisarai, in, was, Gasprinsky. 

 
18. Выразите согласие: 

Gasprinsky is a highly educated Tatar writer. 

He was born in 1851. 

He studied in many cities. 
 

19. Выразите несогласие: 

Gasprinsky was a mullah. 
He studied in London. 

He was buried in Simferopol. 

 

20. Закончите предложение: 

He studied in … 

He was elected … 

His motto was … 
 

21. Подберите пропущенное однокоренное слово: 

The French magazine … him as a candidate for the Nobel Prize of Peace 

(propose, proposal, proposition, proposed). 
He was a highly … person (education, educational, educative, educated). 

He … newspapers and magazines (publishment, published, publisher). 

 
22. Подберите пропущенное по смыслу слово: 

He held his … till 1883. 

Hundreds of books and … were published. 

They were dedicated to the … branches of science. 
 

23. Ответьте на вопросы: 

What was Ismail Gasprinsky? 
Where did he live? 

Where did he study? 

What  was his motto?  

 
24. Составьте вопросы к подчеркнутым словам: 

His creative activities began in 1887. 

His love for journalism led him to publishing activity. 

His novels had a great significance. 
25. Подберите предлоги: 

He was born … Bakhchisarai district.                                                   to     

… 1883 and till his death he published newspapers.                            of 
They were dedicated … the different branches … national life.          From 
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26. Определите время и залог глагола-сказуемого: 

For six years had taught Russian. 

He was elected Mayor of Bakhchisarai. 

The literary text has a biographical character. 
 

27. Изменить залог глагола-сказуемого: 

He published newspapers. 

He wrote novels. 
The French magazine proposed his as a candidate for the Nobel Prize of Peace. 

 

28. Составить диалог по образцу: 

A: Do you know any Tatar writers? 

B: Certainly I do. 

A: What is his name? 

B: His name is Ismail Mustafa oglu Gaspraly. 
A: Where did he study? 

B: He studied in Simferopol, Moscow, Paris, Istanbul. 

A: Did he know Russian? 
B: Yes, he did. He had taught Russian. 

A: Where did he study Russian? 

B: He studied Russian at some Crimean-Tatar schools. 

A: Do you know his motto? 
B: Yes, I do. His motto was Unity in language, thoughts and deeds. 

A: Thank you very much. 

B: You are welcome. 
 

29. Переведите на английский язык: 

Исмаил Гаспринский – татарский писатель. 

Он написал много романов.  
Его романы носят биографический характер. 

Его романы имели большое значение для развития общества.  

В Париже он работал секретарём у И.С. Тургенева. 
До самой смерти он издавал газеты и журналисты. 

 

 

Unit 4  Valentine Voino-Yasenetsky 

 

1. Прочтите, переведите без словаря: 

progress, pharmaceutics, academy, person, medical, university, talent, brilliant, 

operations, anesthesia, illustrate, author, prize, doctor, lecture, anatomy, arrest, hospital, 
method. 

 

2. Определите тип чтения ударной гласной буквы в слове: 
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lot, surgeon, born, end, art, from, he, but, person, not, why, department, 

university, start, left, far, case, his, wide, publish, by, for, prize, got, gave, late, exile, 

serve, operate, life, help, use. 

 
3. Прочтите географические названия: 

Kerch, Kiev, St. Petersburg, Far-East, Warsaw, Tashkent, Siberia, Simferopol. 

 

4. Определите способ чтения определенного артикля: 

the world, the family, the department, the year, the art, the university, the artist, 

the east, the head, the blind, the author, the prize, the order, the end. 

 
5. Подберите форму неопределенного артикля: 

… lot of       … outstanding surgeon   … teacher       

… academy   … person                                      … talented …surgeon 

… artist  … surgical department         … author 
… prize     … hospital                                      … order 

 

6. Определите способ чтения окончания множественного числа 

имени существительного: 

lectures, talents, abilities, hospitals, works methods, arts, operations, 

representatives. 

 
7. Определите способ чтения окончания глагола в Past: 

contributed, moved, lived, studied, wanted, considered, entered, transferred, 

started, conducted, operated, recovered, published, illustrated, awarded, arrested, 
continued, worked, combined, used. 

 

8. Определите форму причастия: 

an outstanding surgeon and teacher, 
the family moving to Kiev, 

a talented artist, 

operations brilliantly conducted, 
the book illustrated by the author, 

the prize awarding a lecture 

 

 
 

9. Определите часть речи ing-формы глагола: 

after graduating, 

being a talented artist, 
the conducting of the operation, 

the publishing of his book, 

the illustrating of his book, 
the using his methods, 

the surgeon moving to Simferopol, 
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the surgeon continuing his work 

 

10. Определите способ словообразования: 

outstanding, teacher, studied, wants, brilliantly, department, the Russian-Japan 
war, abilities, archbishop, mankind, acknowledgement. 

 

11. Определите часть речи, используя правило словообразования: 

teacher, pharmaceutics, useful, studied, being, surgical, department, recovered, 
operation, widely, acknowledgement. 

 

12. Образуйте 3 формы глагола: 

to be, to bear, to do, to bring, to get, to give, to work, to move, to combine, to 

leave. 

 

13. Образуйте существительное от глагола: 

to teach, to move, to contribute, to graduate, to use, to transfer, to depart, to 

contribute, to combine, to operate, to work, to help. 

 
14. Прочтите однокоренные слова: 

teach – teachable – teacher - teaching 

move - movable - movement - moving 

study – studied - studying 
graduate - graduation; graduate school; graduate student 

consider - considerable - considerate – consideration - considering 

want - want ad - want age – wanting - wanted 
depart - departed - department - departmental - departure 

use – useful – useless – user – usable - usage 

transfer - transferable - transferee - transference 

conduct – conductance – conduction – conductive – conductivity - conductor 
operate - operation - operational - operator 

illustrate – illustration - illustrative 

publish - publisher - publishing – published 
serve – servant – service – serviceable 

continual – continuance – continuant – continuation 

continue – continued – continuity – continuous 

help – helper – helpful – helping – helpless 
surgeon – surgery – surgical 

15. Запишите в словарь: 

representative  – представлять                  

case  – случай 
contribute  – сделать вклад                       

blind  – слепой 

outstanding  – выдающийся                      
sight  – зрение 

surgeon  – хирург                                       
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recover  – возвращать 

art  – искусство                                          

award  – награждать 

enter  – поступить                                      
acknowledge       – признавать 

consider  – считать, полагать                    

exile  – ссылка, изгнание 

useful  – полезный                                    
ability  – способность, умение 

department  – факультет                           

order  – сан 
transfer  – переносить                               

archbishop  – архиепископ 

brilliantly  – блестящие                             

serve  – служить 
conduct  – проводить                               

mankind  – человечество 

 
Valentine Voino-Yasenetsky 

There were a lot of bright representatives of Ukrainian science whocontributed 

to the world progress. One of them was Valentyn Voino-Yasenetsky an outstanding 

surgeon and teacher.He was born in 1877 in Kerch in the family of the 
pharmaceutist.At the end of the 1880s the family moved to Kyiv, where they lived in 

Khreshchatyk.Voino-Yasenetskyi studied at Kyiv Art School.After graduating from it 

he wanted to enter St Petersburg Academy of Arts.But he considered that a person in 
his life should not do what he wants but what is useful to people.That's why he entered 

the Department of Law. He studied there one year and then in 1898 entered the 

Medical Department of Kyiv University.Being a talented artist, he transferred all his 

love of art to the surgery.In 1904, when the Russian-Japan war started, he left for the 
Far East.He was the head of a surgical department and brilliantly conducted all his 

operations.The case when Voino-Yasenetskyi operated the blind, who recovered his 

sight, is very famous.It brought the surgeon wide acknowledgement.In 1915 he 
published his book "Regional Anaesthesia", illustrated by the author.For this work 

Voino-Yasenetskyi was awarded the prize of Hoynatsky by Warsaw University.Не 

gave lectures on anatomy at the Medical Department of Tashkent University.Later he 

was arrested and exiled to Siberia.But he continued to serve people with all his talents 
and abilities.During World War II Voino-Yasenetskyi worked in a hospital as a chief 

surgeon.In 1946 he moved to Simferopol, where he continued to give lectures and 

operate in hospitals. He combined his work as a surgeon with the order of archbishop. 

Nowadays his works on anaesthesia and surgery continue to serve people, his methods 
are widely used in surgery.His only aim in life was to help mankind. 
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16. Найдите в тексте словосочетания: 

яркие представители, украинская наука, мировой прогресс, выдающийся 

хирург и учитель, в семье провизора, после окончания художественной школы, 

юридический факультет, талантливый художник. 
 

17. Переведите словосочетания на родной язык: 

all his love of art, wide acknowledgement, the degree of Doctor of Medicine, to 

give lectures, to serve people, talents and abilities, a chief surgeon, the order of 
archbishop. 

 

18. Составьте словосочетания, используя слова из разных колонок: 

А     В 

bright   Arts 

outstanding    Law 

the Academy of                            Department 
the department of                         surgeon and teacher 

the head of a surgical                   Representative 

              
19. Подберите эквиваленты: 

all his talents and abilities   

wide acknowledgement 

medical Department 
the order of archbishop 

a chief surgeon 

главный хирург 

сан архиепископа 

широкое признание 
все свои таланты и способности 

медицинский факультет 

 
20. Составьте предложение из данных слов: 

author, illustrated, published, his, by, in, the, book, he, 1915. 

 

21. Составьте предложение, используя подстановочную таблицу: 

he contributed 

was 

entered 
left 

conducted 

published 

got 
gave 

worked 

combined 

his work as a surgeon with the order of archbishop 

in a hospital as a chief surgeon 

lectures on anatomy in Simferopol 
the degree of Doctor of Medicine 

to the world progress 

an outstanding surgeon 

st. Petersburg Academy of Arts 
for the Far East 

his book in 1915 

all his operations brilliantly 

 
22. Ответьте на вопросы: 

When and where was V. Voino-Yasenetskyi born? 

Where did he study? 
Why did he decide to be a surgeon? 

When did he publish his famous book? 
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What war his only aim in his life? 

 

23. Составьте вопросы к подчеркнутым словам: 

At the end of the 1880 the family moved to Kyiv. 
In 1898 he entered the Medical Department of Kyiv University. 

He transferred all his love of art to the surgery. 

 

24. Определите время и залог глагола-сказуемого: 

He is a bright representative of Russian science. 

His methods are widely used in surgery. 

In 1946 he moved to Simferopol. 
 

25. Измените залог глагола-сказуемого: 

He published a book. 

He gave lectures on anatomy. 
Warsaw University awarded him the prize of Hoynatsky. 

 

26. Подберите предлог: 

He was born … Kerch. 

He studied … Kyiv Art School. 

He transferred all his love … art … the surgery. 

of 

to 

in 

at 
 

27. Употребите глагол в скобках в Past Indefinite: 

He (to give) lectures on anatomy. 
He (to work) in a hospital. 

He (to get) a degree of Doctor of Medicine. 

 

28. Составьте диалог по образцу: 

А: Do you know any scientists in the field of medicine? 

B: Yes, I do. I know the name of Valentine Voino-Yasenetsky. 

A: Where was he born? 
B: He was born in Kerch. 

A: where did he study? 

B: He studied at the Medical Department of Kyiv University. 

А: Did he take part in the World War II? 
B: Yes, he did. He worked in a hospital as a chief surgeon. 

А: Where did he live after the war? 

B: In 1946 he moved to Simferopol. 

А: What did he do there? 
B: He gave lectured on anatomy and operated in hospitals. 

А: What was the aim of his life? 

B: His only aim in life was to help mankind. 
А: Thank you very much. 

B: It’s all right. 
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29. Переведите на английский язык: 

Валентин Войно-Ясенецкий родился в 1877 году в Керчи. 

Он служил людям всеми своими талантами и способностями. 
Он получил степень доктора медицинских наук. 

Он опубликовал книгу «Местная анестезия». 

Он читал лекции и оперировал в больницах. 

В наши дни его методы широко используются в хирургии. 
 

 

Unit 5  Uliana Lopatkina 

 

1. Прочтите, переведите без словаря: 

ballet, company, classical, visit, legendary, public, audience, symphony, 

philosophically, fact, moment, emotional, role, consult, final, finish, professional 
 

2. Определите тип чтения гласной ударной буквы: 

part, my, devote, art, so, her, fusion, style, well, act, girl, life, like, shape, such, person, 
base, but, wish 

 

3. Определите способ словообразования: 

self-expression, teacher, experimental, production, withstand, everything, fleeting, 
unforgettable, probably, avant-gardists, based 

 

4. Определите часть речи, используя правило словообразования:  

classical, selection, choreographic, leading, dancer, impression, especially, 

performance, forgettable, stillness 

 

5. Определите степень сравнения прилагательного, наречия:  

more, old, best, older, high, easy 

 

6. Определите часть речи -ing формы глагола: 

the closing night of the tour 

leading dancer 

the art of dancing 

everything on life is fleeting 
in the meaning 

I was doing 

she put the finishing touches 

the understanding of the theme of death 
my joining the class of 

 

7. Определите форму причастия: 

productions done in a modernistic style 

people looking upon us 
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my attitude was molded 

 

8. Употребите форму неопределенного артикля: 

… modern classics 
… experimental productions 

… deep impression 

as … fact of life 

… fusion of style 
 

9. Определите форму чтения определенного артикля: 

the ballet companies 
the strength of the old walls 

emotional response of the audience 

the empathy and emotional response 

 
10. Определите способ чтения окончания множественного числа имени 

существительного:  

teachers, classics, productions, visits, touches, professionals, dances 
 

11. Определите способ чтения окончания глагола в Present Simple: 

it seems to me 

when one watches old videos 
my life goes on 

one finds easy 

 
12. Прочтите однокоренные слова: 

teach – teacher – teaching 

work – worker – working 

dance – dancer – dancing 
impress – impression – impressing 

predominate – predominance – predominant 

pure – purity – purely 
view – viewer – viewless 

touch – touchable – touched 

conform – conformation – conformable 

value – valuer – valueless 
 

 

13. Запишите в словарь: 

rendering   – исполнение 
withstand   – противостоять, выдерживать 

fleet    – быстро протекать, миновать 

predominantly  – преимущественное 
rare    – редкий, необычный 

treat    – удовольствие 
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mindset   – мировоззрение 

purity   – чистота 

viewer   – зритель 

multitude   – множество 
touch    – прикосновение 

noble    – прекрасный, замечательный 

entire  – полный, совершенный 

conspicuous  – заметный 
value    – ценность 

conform   – соответствовать 

infinitely   – бесконечность, безграничность 
trifle    – пустяк, безделица 

superb   – великолепный, прекрасный 

enmity   – неприязнь, вражда 

 

Uliana Lopatkina: St. Petersburg Style 

 

Uliana Lopatkina was born in 
Kerch, in 1973; educated at the 

Vaganova Ballet School which 

she finished in 1991; signed up 

with the Mariinsky Theater in the 
same year as a solo dancer; since 

then has danced the main parts in 

"Scheherazade," "Swan Lake," 
"Giselle," "La Bayadere," 

"Raimonde," "Paquita," 

"Symphony in C Major," "In the 

Night" and "Goya," besides 
dancing   "The Dying Swan." She 

was the winner of the Dance Soul, 

Golden Spotlight, and Golden 
Mask awards and holds the 1997 

title of La Divina. 

"The day has come, and none too soon, when two superb theaters will be able to declare 

their love for each other," Vladimir Vasilyev announced on the eve of the exchange 
tours by the ballet companies of the Bolshoi and Mariinsky theaters. 

The Bolshoi will take a few modern classics and experimental productions to St. 

Petersburg. The Mariinsky's tour bill is predominantly classical: "Swan Lake," 

"Giselle," "Don Quixote," "La Bayadere," "Paquita" and "Chopiniana." But the closing 
night of the tour will again test the strength of the old walls of the Bolshoi Theater to 

withstand the applause of the eager fans. A selection of American choreographic pieces 

- "Symphony in C Major" and "The Scottish Suite" by George Balanchine, as well as 
"In the Night" by Jerome Robbins, are a rare treat for ballet aficionados. 
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The two theaters' opera companies are to exchange visits in April. So the legendary 

enmity between the Bolshoi and the Mariinsky seems to be over. 

Before the Mariinsky's Moscow tour MN correspondent talked to the troupe's leading 

dancer, Uliana Lopatkina. 
MN: What would you like especially to show to the Moscow public? 

U.L.: Everything, I guess. I wouldn't want to single out any of my parts, but I would like 

to introduce my Moscow audience to Balanchine's "Symphony in C Major"; work on it 

has left a deep impression on me, even more so because the rendition of the 
"Symphony" by our company seems to me especially inter- 

MN: What do you value in the St. Petersburg ballet school? 

U.L.: Style, which is handed down from one dancer to another. The somewhat austere, 
precise postures, the purity of line and performance. When one watches old videos of 

our dancers, one is never able to admire the beauty of their work enough. 

MN: Don't you find the illusory nature of the art of dancing upsetting? 

U.L.: Everything in life is fleeting. And so is our art. It can't be helped, can it? I see it 
philosophically as a fact of life. It is within our power to make these fleeting moments 

unforgettable for viewers and so, probably, immortal. In each of the ballets I dance there 

are moments that are tense, tragic even. My best reward is the stillness in the hall in 
moments like those, the empathy and emotional response of the audience. 

MN: Does the dance suggest a kind of philosophy? 

U.L.: Up to a point. The philosophy is in the meaning you read into your parts. It seems 

to me that the part of Nikia in "La Bayadere" requires a philosophical mindset. My 
attitude to ballet roles was molded by the teachers of the older generation, Nina 

Stukolkina and Alexei Andreyev. They are infinitely devoted to art, and nothing is a 

trifle to them. When I was doing "The Dying Swan," I consulted several teachers. The 
number was "assembled" from a multitude of versions, and its final integral shape was 

the product of Nina Stukolkina. She put the finishing touches to the piece with her 

characteristic exquisite and noble taste and so confirmed the theory that the old school 

was the basis of the entire art of dancing. Her philosophy is a fusion of styles, old and 
mod-era. The viewers appreciated our "Swan" well enough, the professionals did not. 

MN: What is your understanding of the theme of death, an inevitable motif in art, which 

dominates your parts in "Giselle," "La Bayadere," and "Goya?" 
U.L.: In "La Bayadere" the heroine's death is followed by a very beautiful act, "The 

Shadows;" in "Giselle" there are the dances of girls who died before marriage, so one 

can say that there death is a kind of sequel to life. Now, "Goya" is a very different 

matter. In it death is one of the principal characters, something like a symbol.  
MN: Do you believe in fate? 

U.L.: The thing which shaped my own was my joining the class of Ninel Kurgapkina. I 

never dreamed that I might one day meet such a teacher and person who combined 

strictness with complete freedom of self-expression. 
MN: How do you feel about western choreography? 

U.L.: I can't say I know it thoroughly. I only know that there are trends in it that I 

cannot accept for myself: way-out avant-garde productions done in a markedly 
modernistic style leave me absolutely cold. I find more after my own heart those avant-

gardists of the past who based their work on classics. I am fond of Balanchine, and I 
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like Jerome Robbins, but I wouldn't mind trying my hand at some other modern ballets, 

either. My only wish is that they have meaning, logic and beauty. 

MN: Was your life changed any way after you were awarded the title of La Divina last 

season, in the wake of Diana Vishneva? 
U.L.: My life goes on as usual. But of course the award has made me more conspicuous 

and I am now expected to conform to exceptionally high standards. Many excellent 

dancers of the past never received awards like that, not even at the peak of their career. 

As for us, we are mere beginners. And people immediately start looking upon us as 
masters and demand that we be impeccable. Not something one finds easy when young. 

(From the “Moscow News”) 

 
1. Переведите словосочетание на английский язык: 

друг для друга, крепость старых стен, выбор хореографических музыкальных 

произведений, также как, любые из моих, глубокое впечатление, от одного 

танцора другому, мне кажется, отношение к балету, старшее поколение 
 

2. Переведите словосочетания на русский язык: 

predominantly classical, the closing night, the eager fans, a rare treat, to admire the 
beauty of their work, the illusory nature, fleeting moments, a philosophical mindset, 

infinitely devoted to art, fusion of styles 

 

3. Составьте словосочетание, используя слова из разных колонок: 

A      B 

the purity of    viewers 

as a fact of     hall 
unforgettable    point 

stillness in the    life 

up to a     line 

 
4. Подберите эквиваленты: 

a multitude of versions    финальные прикосновения 

final integral shape    прекрасный вкус 
the finishing touches    совершенное искусство танца  

noble taste      финальная существенная форма 

entire art of dancing    множество версий 

 
 

5. Ответьте на вопросы: 

Where was Uliana born? 

How long did she study in Kerch? 
What are the Uliana’s parents? 

 

6. Составьте вопросы к подчёркнутым словам: 

This part requires a philosophical mindset. 

The old school was the basis of the entire art of dancing. 
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They have meaning, logic and beauty. 

 

7. Закончите предложение: 

The theater will take a few modern … 
The two theater’s opera companies are to exchange … 

The correspondent talked to the troupe’s … 

 

8. Определите время и залог глагола-сказуемого: 

The award has made me more conspicuous. 

Many excellent dancers of the past never received awards. 

Everything in life is fleeting. 
 

9. Измените залог глагола-сказуемого: 

I consulted several teachers. 

The work has left a deep impression on me. 
They watched old videos of our dancers. 

 

10. Подберите предлог (within, to, from, of, in): 

I value the style which is handed down … one dancer … another. 

It is … our power to make these fleeting moments unforgettable. 

… each … the ballets I dance there are moments that are tragic. 

 
11. Употребите форму глагола to be в Present: 

What … your understanding of the theme of death? 

I … now expected to conform high standards. 
They … infinitely devoted to art, and nothing … a trifle to them. 

Her philosophy … a fusion of styles, old and modern. 

 

12. Определите время модального глагола или его эквивалента: 

Two superb teachers will be able to declare their love for each other. 

I might one day meet such a teacher and person. 

I can’t say I know it thoroughly. 
The two theatre’s opera companies are to exchange visits. 

 

13. Выразите согласие: 

The Bolshoi will take a few experimental productions to St. Petersburg. 
A work on Everything in life is fleeting. 

She sees it philosophically as a fact of life. 

 

14. Выразите несогласие: 

The legendary enmity between the Bolshoi and the Mariinsky seems to be over. 

Her attitude to ballet roles was not molded by the teachers of the older generation. 

She did not meet a teacher who combined strictness with complete freedom of self-
expression. 
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15. Употребите однокоренное слово: 

I would like to introduce you work which has … a deep impression on me (leave, left, 

leaving) 

The … of the "Symphony" by our company seems to me especially interesting 
(rendition, rendering, render) 

My best reward is the … in the hall in some moments (still, stillness, stilly)  

 

16. Употребите смысловой глагол в соответствующем времени: 

The style is (to hand) down from one dancer to another. 

When I was (to do) "The Dying Swan", I (to consult) several teachers. 

My life (to do) on as usual. 
The award has (to make) me more conspicuous. 

 

17. Составьте диалог по образцу: 

A: Do you know any ballet dancer? 
B: Certainly I do. 

A: What is her name? 

B: Her name is Uliana Lopatkina. 
A: Where was she born? 

B: She was born in the Crimea. 

A: Do you know her native town? 

B: Yes, I do. Her native town is Kerch. 
A: Did she study in Kerch? 

B: Yes, she did. She finished the primary school in Kerch. 

A: What were her parents? 
B: They worked as engineers at a shipbuilding plant. 

A: When did Uliana finish the Vaganova Ballet school? 

B: She finished it in 1991. 

A: Where did she begin to work? 
B: She entered the Mariinsky Theatre as a solo dancer. 

A: Did she visit many countries? 

B: Yes, she did. She danced before the Queen Elisabeth 5 times in different theatres of 
London. 

A: And what about her now? 

B: In 2010 she danced at closing night of Olympic Games in Vancouver (Canada). 

A: I heard that she took part in a concert in London in 2011? 
B: Yes, it was a gala-concert devoted to prominent Russian dancer Galina Ulanova. And 

in January 2015 she took part in the Mariinsky theatre’s tour to the USA. 

A: Was she awarded? 

B: Yes, she was. Uliana took part in many competitions and always was the winner. She 
was the winner of the Dance Soul, Golden Spotlight and Golden Mask. She was 

awarded the title of La Divina. 

A: And in 2000 she got the title of Honoured Artist  of Russia, did not she? 
B: Yes, she did. She worked hard and that was the result. 

A: Thank you very much. 
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B: That’s all right. 

 

18. Переведите на английский язык: 

Ульяна Лопаткина – прекрасная балерина. 
Она участвовала во многих соревнованиях и всегда занимала первые места.  

Её философия – это сплав старых и современных стилей. 

Я никогда не мечтала, что можно встретить такого педагога и личность, которая 

бы объединяла строгость с полной свободой самовыражения.  
Я абсолютно холодна к западной хореографии. 

Награды сделали меня более заметной. 

От меня ждут высоких уровней. 
 

19. Передайте содержание текста своими словами. 
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Additional Texts for Reading 

 

Text 1  Pioneers of Russian Electrical Engineering 

 

Запишите в словарь: 

application    - применение 

hundred    - сотня 

thanks to    - благодаря 
rapid     - быстрый 

growth    - рост 

century    - столетие 
scientist    - учёный 

inventor    - изобретатель 

candle     - свеча 

arc      - дуга 
advantage    - преимущество 

source    - источник 

belong    - принадлежать 
devote    - посвящать 

perfect    - точный,абсолютный 

a.c. – alternating current - переменный ток 

Incandescent   - лампа накаливания 
 

Pioneers of Russian Electrical Engineering 

Today more and more is done by electricity. It is used everywhere: in our plants 
and factories, in the fields, on transport, and in our homes. Electricity give us music and 

news by radio. It does hundreds of others things. The wide application of electricity in 

the national economy and everyday life has become possible thanks to the rapid growth 

of electrical engineering, which began in the second half of the 19
th 

century. The 
pioneers of Russian electrical engineering were Yablochkov and Lodygin - two great 

Russian scientists and inventors. Yablochkov's elecric candle which had been called 

"Russian candle", "Russian Light" was the bedinning of the practical application of the 
electric arc for lighting purposes. Working at his invention, Yablochkov recognized the 

advantages of the a.c. He was the first to design the a.c. transformer and put it into 

practice. Yablochkov's great technical achievements opened a way for a much more 

efficiend source of light - the incandescent (filament) lamp. The idea of this lamp 
belongs to Lodygin. He devoted almost all his life to the perfection of his invention. He 

was never satisfied with his achievements. He constructed a number of incandescent 

lamps. He carried out a series of experiments to find the best metal filaments with a 

high melting point. It was his idea to introduce tungsten filaments in vacuum. This 
invention was of world importance. It gave rise to a real advance in the field of electric 

lighting. 

Like many other scientists and inventors Yablochkov and Lodygin got neither 
support nor help from the tsarist government. They died in great need. 
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Popov worked on a sensitive receiving set which could pick up even the weakest 

radio waves. The year of 1895 is considered to be the date of the invention of the radio 

when Popov demonstrated his radio receiving set in operation, by the end of the year he 

improved his apparatus. It was the first radio receiving set in the world. 
Since then, the art of radio communication has progressed a great deal. Many 

scientists and inventors made their contributions. 

The radio has brought great changes to our life. At present our country produces 

equipment for powerful broadcasting and television centres, and for radio-relay stations, 
electronic computers, radar stations, telecontrol and telemetric systems, and other 

purposes. 

 
 

Text 2  Admiral on Land 

 

Запишите в словарь: 

leadership            – руководство           

miserable             – жалкий,несчастный 

stubbornness        – упрямство,упорство 
bravado               – храбрость 

immodesty          – нескромность,наглость 

preordain            – предопределять 

midshipman        – курсант военно-морского училища 
insurgent            – бунтарь 

engage                – нанимать 

destroy                – уничтожать 
sustain                – поддерживать 

oppress               – притемнять, угнетать 

pretext                 – предлог, отговорка 

rage                     – гнев 
hole                    – пробоина 

Holy Land         – Священная  земля 

allegedly            – будто бы, якобы 
battle worthy     – боеспособный 

bear fruit           – приносить плоды 

element             – стихия 

brave                – храбрый 
reinforcement   – подкрепление 

uneven             – неравный 

massacre         – бой 

presage           – пророчество 
 

Admiral on Land 

It is generally acknowledged that the military leader-ship in the Crimean War in 
the mid -1800s was miserable on all sides, and only the rank-and-file displayed 

extraordinary heroism and stubbornness. On the Russian side, there was at least one 
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leader whose character and contribution to the war effort was outstanding. He was 

Admiral Pavel Nakhimov, the 200th anniversary of whose birth is being marked on July 

5. Unusually for Russia, he was competent, cool-headed, low-key and hated any kind of 

bravado or immodesty. 
Pavel Nakhimov's life seemed to be preordained from his youth. He graduated 

from the Naval College and began to serve in the Black Sea fleet. In the early 19
th

 

century, when Nakhimov received his rank, the development of the Black Sea fleet was 

associated with Admiral Lazarev. It was he who noticed Pavel, describing the young 
midshipman in the following short sentence: «He has a pure soul and loves the sea». 

Nakhimov never changed. 

He took part in a round-the-world voyage with Admiral Lazarev in 1822-1824. In 
1827 he fought in the historic battle of Navarino, where the joint Anglo-Franco-Russian 

fleet, which supported the Greek insurgents fighting the Turks, defeated the Turkish 

navy. Throughout the battle the young officer stayed with the sailors manning the guns. 

The Azov flagship on which he served engaged five Turkish vessels and destroyed 
every one of them sustaining 150 holes and losing all its masts. 

Nakhimov had to wait for 26 years for his next experience in naval battle. In 

1853, Russia used the pretext of the Holy Land, where the Turks allegedly oppressed 
Christians, to go to war against Turkey. The years that Nakhimov, now vice admiral, 

had worked hard to make the Russian Black Sea fleet battleworthy, would now bear 

fruit At the head of a Russian squadron, Nakhimov set sail to locate and destroy the 

Turkish fleet. His first and most serious enemy, however, were storms. For a whole 
month the Russian sailor braved the elements. Finally, the Russian ships found the 

Turkish fleet in the Bay of Sinop. After Vice Admiral Nakhimov received 

reinforcements, on the morning of November 18, 1853 he attacked the Turkish vessels, 
which were protected by land batteries. The battle raged for several hours but the forces 

were uneven. All the Turkish ships were destroyed. The batteries on shore were silenced 

but half of the town of Sinop was burned to the ground. 

For Russia, the battle of Sinop was a glorious feat of arms which opened the way 
to the complete defeat of its eternal enemy, Turkey. Bat in Britain and France, the 

public was outraged. The press wrote: «Sinop will ever remain a monument of the cold-

blooded and cowardly ferocity of Russia». The battle was called a massacre. These 
double standards on the part of the Western countries presaged the attitude of the West 

to the Soviet Union during the Cold War. 

Nakhimov returned to the base at Sevastopol (known as Sebastopol in the West). 

But the mood was not exactly upbeat, since it was clear that France and Britain would 
now send their fleets to the Black Sea. 

Indeed, the next year the joint Anglo-French fleet entered the Black Sea and 

approached the Crimea, landing an army over 60,000 strong. Having defeated the 

Russian forces at the Alma River, the allies marched south and laid siege to Sevastopol 
from the south. 

The city was defended by the sailors of the Black Sea fleet and a few reserve 

battalions. Had the allies acted more resolutely, Sevastopol might have fallen within 
days. Instead, the nearly one-year siege began. Admiral Nakhimov was appointed 

commander of the southern defense. Several ships were sunk across the entrance to the 
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bay to prevent the enemy fleet from altering it. All the resources of the Black Sea fleet 

were thrown into the defense of Sevastopol. 

Admiral Nakhimov became the living symbol of the heroic defense. Although he 

never personally led troops, Nakhimov daily visited the most dangerous parts of the 
defensive positions. 

On May 26, 1855, a shell splinter hit him in the back. Yet, the admiral recovered 

from the wound and continued to appear on the front line. His officers vainly tried to 

talk him out of doing so on his name-day of June 29. The admiral would not heed 
warnings of danger. Probably he already sensed that the end was near and Sevastipol 

would inevitably fall to the enemy, and was deliberately seeking death in battle. 

The admiral observed enemy positions on the famous Malakhov Hill while 
Zouave sharpshooters’ bullets buzzed past his head. Then, suddenly, he fell back. A 

bullet had gone clean through his head. 

Surgery was not very advanced at the time, and the doctor who attended the 

admiral only advised cold water to be poured on his wound. The dying man was visited 
by Prince Gorchakov, the commander-in-chief, who wept when he saw Nakhimov 

unconscious. Two days later Pavel Nakhimov died and was buried with great ceremony 

next to other heroes of the siege. Even the allies suspended their non-stop bombing of 
the city (which the allied press did not call cold-blooded or cowardly) while a huge 

crowd paid their last respects to the admiral. Several months later, the Russians 

abandoned the city. 

Admiral Nakhimov displayed incredible fortitude and bravery under fire. He said 
that he felt freer on the front line then anywhere else. He was considerate to his men 

and, despite his high rank, his behavior was democratic and easy-going. The only thing 

he never forgave his officers was incompetence. 
       from the «Moscow News» 

 

 

Text 3  Painter of Seascapes 

 

Запишите в словарь: 

prolific    – плодовитый 
neglect   – пренебрегать 

роsthumous   – посмертный 

butler    – дворецкий 

falter    – идти неуверенно, запинаться, колебаться 
turn back   – вернуться  назад 

to be confined  – ограничивать, заключать 

tremendous   – величественный 

hail    – окликать, звать 
confirm   – подтверждать, утверждать 

neglect   – пренебрежение 

gift    – талант 
amaze   – изумлять 

seascape   – морской пейзаж 
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trip    – путешествие 

exhibition   – выставка 

naval    – военно-морской 

attention   – внимание 
rise (rose, risen)  – подняться 

survivor   – оставшийся в живых, уцелевший 

shipwreck   – корабельная авария 

huge    – огромный 
boundless   – безграничный 

sway    – управлять, иметь влияние 

grim    – жестокий 
gain    – добиваться 

арpearance   – внешность 

remain   – оставаться 

faithful   – верный, преданный 
 

Painter of Seascapes 

Ivan Ayvazovsky's 185th birthday was marked in Russia on July 29. Virtually 
everyone in Russia is familiar with this outstanding painter of seascapes. However, this 

is not to say that the attitude to Ayvazovsky's numerous works (more than 6,000 

paintings) and their prolific author is unequivocal. Ayvazovsky's career spanned the 

greater part of the 19th century and reflected this tremendous century in a peculiar way. 
During the more than 65 years that he worked, the attitude to him of the public and 

various celebrities changed, although in conventional terms, success was the artist's 

inseparable companion during his entire lifetime, in stark contrast to the many painters 
who were neglected and poor while they lived but became famous posthumously. 

The artist’s birthplace was not without meaning for his future career. Indeed, he 

was born in Feodosia on the Crimean sea coast. The name Ayvazovsky comes from the 

Armenian Ayvazian which, in turn, originated from the Arabic «ajvaz» meaning 
«butler» or «major domo». Today, however, Ayvazovsky's birthplace, as well as a large 

number of his well works in the Feodosia Museum, happen to be in Ukraine. 

The young boy's talented drawings were noticed by the Feodosia architect, and he 
was sent to a secondary school in Simferopol. From there he went on to the St. 

Petersburg Academy of the Arts, where he received a grant. He showed such brilliance 

that his studies were redused by ywo years. 

The first work that Ayvazovsky displayed to the public in 1835 was a seascape 
called Study of the Air Over the Sea. It was an instant success, and was awarded the 

Silver Medal. Thus, not yet twenty, Ayvazovsky became a leading painter of seascapes. 

And once he had chosen this particular genre to painting, he never turned back or 

faltered. 
The artist regularly made trips through the Black Sea and the Gulf of Finland. He 

took part in the expeditions of admirals Lazarev, Kornilov and Nakhimov. However, 

seascapes clearly cannot be painted from life. Ayvazovsky's most important gift was 
therefore an amazing visual memory, which enabled him to reproduce particular states 

of nature at sea. 
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Ayvazovsky's success was not confined to the Russian Empire. In 1840 he 

traveled to Italy, where all Russian artists went to study Italian art. Instead of simply 

learning, Ayvazovsky gained tremendous popularity in the country that gave the world 

the greatest painters of all. Every store in Italy sold reproductions of seascapes a la 
Ayvazovsky. 

In 1843 Ayvazcvsky traveled to Paris, Amsterdam and London with an exhibition 

of his works. Everywhere he was hailtd as the greatest seascape artist of the time. The 

English artist Joseph Turner, himself a painter of seascapes, wrote a poem honoring 
Ayvazcvsky. 

In the early period of his career Ayvazovsky was inspired by Romanticism, the 

prevailing trend in the arts at the time. He was to many respects similar to the painter 
Karl Bryullov, author of canvases on historical and religious themes. Bryullov's most 

famous painting is The Last Day of Pompeii (reproductions of which have recently been 

conspicuously displayed in Moscow on billboards advertising the Emergency Situations 

Ministry). Both artists were very popular in their time, but proved rather more difficult 
to digest in the unromantic centuries that followed. 

In a certain sense Ayvazovsky was not an artist but a photographer of the sea, and 

his works lost their unique flavor once color photographs began to reproduce the sea 
with greater realism and beauty. But in their time Ayvazcvsky’s canvases were exactly 

what most art collectors or simply rich people wanted to have in their homes, and the 

artist quickly made a fortune selling his numerous paintings. What other success was 

needed to confirm Ayvazovsky's talent? 
However, in the 1860s and 1870s Ayvazovsky began to be criticized by the more 

exacting viewers. The great writer Dostoyevsky compared Ayvazovsky to Alexandre 

Dumas pere: «Both men's works are made for extraordinary effects, because they do not 
depict ordinary things; they despise ordinary things». Dostoyevsky urged artists to turn 

to the ordinary, the mundane and the everyday. Critics also pointed to Ayvazovsky’s 

academic approach to painting and his belated Romanticism. Generally, the better-

educated public cultivated an ironic attitude to Ayvazovsky reflected in sayings such as 
«a view worthy of Ayvazovsky’s brush.» 

In 1845 Ayvazovsky returned to Feodosia. He painted several canvases on 

Biblical themes such as The Flood and The Creation. He did not pay much attention to 
his critics, churning out pictures of Russia’s naval victories. When the Russo-Turkish 

War of 1877-1878 broke out, he produced a series of paintings on the subject. This, of 

course, did nothing to endear Ayvazovsky to the radicals of the day. 

With the advent of Neoromanticism in the 1880s, Ayvazovsky’s popularity rose 
again. The master continued to work. He depicted episodes from the life of Christopher 

Columbus. Occasionally, he tried his hand at paintings other than seascapes. He drew 

views of his town, winter scenes, etc., but none of those were very successful; in fact, 

some were definitely helpless. 
Ayvazovsky remained faithful to the sea until his death. He died on April 19, 

1900, leaving unfinished his last canvas Explosion of a Turkish Ship. 

There is one panting that stands out among all of Ayvazovsky’s works. It is The 
Ninth Wave (1850). It shows the survivors of a shipwreck clinging to a broken mast 

about to be hit, perhaps even swept away to their death, by a huge wave. This is the 
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epitome of the artist’s Romantic period. Later, the artist shifted from Romanticism to 

Realism. 

Probably the most amazing thing about Ayvazovsky’s art was that it catered to 

the tastes of so many different people. There is absolutely nothing political in 
Ayvazwsky’s works, yet both Czarist and Soviet regimes enthusiastically accepted the 

artist as their own. Onty Ayvazovsky’s European fame declined considerably in the 

20th century. 

Ivan Ayvazovsky lived through a period when painting was revolutionized by the 
appearance of Impressionism and other trends, yet these momentous developments had 

no effect on the master. 

Perhaps such steadfastness and immunity to change deserve respect. In any case, 
Ayvazovsky will always remain part of the Russian artistic legacy. Artist and public 

figure Ivan Kramskoy, once an opponent of Ayvazovsky’s Romanticism, wrote about 

one of Ayvazovsky’s later works, The Black Sea (1881): «There is nothing in the 

picture except the sky and water, but the water is a boundless ocean, not stormy but 
swaying, grim, endless, and the sky, if possible, is even more infinite. It is one of the 

most grandiose paintings I have ever known». 

             from the «Moscow News» 
 

 

Text 4  N.I. Pirogov (1810-1881) 

 

Запишите в словарь:  

researcher - исследовать 

excellent - отличный 
surgeon - хирург 

clinician - клиницист 

ordinary - простой 

trend - направление 
proclaim - провозглашать 

disease - болезнь 

prevention - предотвращение 
extremely - чрезвычайно 

belong - принадлежит 

a scientist of genius - гениальный учёный 

treatment - лечение 
use - использовать, применять 

cast - гипсовая повязка 

plaster - накладывать, наказывать, покрывать 

fight(fought) - сражаться, воевать 
give(gave, given) - давать 

take(took, taken)part - принимать участие 

establishment - учреждение 
battle - битва, сражение 

in honour - в честь  
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N. I. Pirogov 

(1810-1881) 

NIKOLAI Pirogov took part in the Crimean war 1853-1856. He was the founds 

of field surgery and saved many lives. N. Pirogov used for the first time in the world 
anesthesia, antiseptic treatment and plaster casts. During the Crimean war the Russians 

were fighting against the British, French and Turkish. It was the first time In the history 

that first aid war give in the field during a battle. During the Crimean war Pirogov 

worked in Sevastopol in a field hospital and in Simperopol where he organized some 
war hospitals. He was a good organizer. After the war he vizited Kerch to examin the 

work of its educational establishments. There are some monuments and streets named in 

his honour in the Crimea and in our native city too. Have you read the story by 
Alexander Kuprin “The Wonderful Doctor”? Do you happen to know it’s about Nikolai 

Pirogov, a great researcher, excellent surgeon and clinician? He was not an ordinary 

man.  At 18, he graduated from Moscow University; at 22 he became a Doctor of 

Science; at 26 he was a Professor at Derpt (now Tartu) University, one of the largest in 
Europe at that time; at 30 he headed Russia’s first surgery clinic.During his 30 or so 

years in surgery he started a new trend in the study of human anatomy and physiology, 

based on new methods. To this day Pirogov’s methods are among the basic methods in 
the study and teaching anatomy.  Nikolai Pirogov was the first man in the world to 

proclaim disease prevention an extremely important task of medicine. “The future”, he 

wrote “belongs to preventive medicine”. Today nobody doubts it. If you happen to be in 

Progovskaya Street stop and lookvat the monument to  this great man. It was the first 
ever memorial to a scientist in Russia that was opened on August 3, 1897. 

Nikolai Pirogov was called a scientist of genius even in his lifetime. 
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Тема 1.2 Историческое, экономическое и культурное развитие англо-

говорящих стран 

 

Unit 1  Political Parties of Great Britain 

 

1. Прочитайте, переведите без словаря: 

practice, partiy system, political, tradition, formation, monopolist, conservative, 

radical, combination, democratic, parliament 
 

2. Определите тип чтения ударной гласной буквы в слове: 

has, system, take, part, hand, late, back, trade, replace, by, long, form, change, 

role, large, since. 
 

3. Определите часть речи, используя правило словообразования: 

different, election, later, political, traditionally, conservative, formation, 
monopolist, movement, radical, extremely, difference, combination, landowner. 

 

4. Объясните способ образования слова:  

two-party, election, later, traditionally, landowners, at the beginning, movement, 

sometimes, largest, difference 
 

5. Определите часть речи ing - формы глагола:  

a certain role in tipping a supporting union at the beginning 
 

6. Определите степень сравнения прилагательного: 

late, later, rich, largest 
 

7. Образуйте наречия от прилагательных: 

traditional, extreme 
 

8. Определите форму причастия: 

the labour party backed the trade unions replaced the liberals 

privileged monopolists 
privileged landowners 

a supporting party 

a supporting role 
a combining union 

 

9. Прочитайте однокоренные слова: 

elect - election-electioneer - elective-elector-electoral-electorate 
dominance-dominant-dominate-domination 

support-supporter-supporting-support price 

tradition - traditional-traditionalist-traditionally- 
monopoly-monopolist-monopolize 

own-owner-owner less-ownership 
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form-formation- formative 

begin-beginner- beginning 

move-movement-mover-moving 

differ-difference-different 
comparable-comparative-comparatively-compare-comparison 

combine-combined - combination 

represent-representation-representative 

insignificance-insignificant-insignificantly 
 

10. Образуйте существительное от глагола: 

to elect, to dominate.to support, to own, to fort, to begin, to move, to differ, to 
monopolize, to compare, to combine.to represent  

 

11. Запишите в словарь: 

insignificant  - незначительный 
dominant  - господствующий 

though   - хотя 

whig   - либерал 
back    - поддерживать 

replace   - сместить 

dominate   - господствовало 

landowner   - землевладелец 
comparison   - сравнение 

representation  - представительство 

 
Political Parties of Great Britain 

Britain has in practice a two-party system though dif ferent parties take part in the 

election campaign. 

From 1832 to 1918 the dominant parties in GB were Conservatives or Tories on 
the one hand and the Whigs Liberals on the other. Later the Labour party backed the 

trade union replaced and since 1924 the political scene has been dominated by the 

Conservative and Labour parties. 
The Conservative party is supported traditionally by the rich and the privileged - 

the monopolists and Landowners. 

The formation of the Labour party at the beginning of the century was a victory 

of the Labour movement. But there were not any radical changer in its policy in 
comparison with the Tories. 

Today it is sometimes extremely difficult to tell the difference between the 

Labour and the Conservative policies. 

The present day political scene is a combination of various political parties: the 
Conservatives, the Labour, the Liberal-Democratic party. The Parliamentary 

representation of the Liberal -Democratic party today is almost insignificant. But it 

plays a certain role in tipping the scarlet between the two largest parties 
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12. Переведите словосочетания на родной язык:  

to take part,   the dominant parties 

in practice,   the one hang 

a two-party system, the trade union 
 

13. Переведите словосочетания на английский язык:  

двухпартийная система, избирательная компания, в начале века, любые 

радикальные применения, в сравнении с, чрезвычайно трудно, различные 

политические партии, играть определенную роль. 
  

14. Составьте словосочетания, используя слова из разных колонок: 

А conservative  В  scene 
a two-party   difficult 

in the election   system 

extremely   party 
political    complain 

 

15. Подберите эквиваленты: 

trade union в сравнении с 

on the one hand почти незначительный 

dominant parties любые изменения 
almost insignificantly с одной стороны 

any changes господствующие партии 

in comparison with профсоюз 
 

16. 3акончите предложения: 

Britain has in practice a two-party... 
The dominant parties were... 

The trade unions backed the Labour...  
 

17. Вставьте пропущенное слово: 

The Conservative party is supported ... by the rich. 

It is difficult to tell the ... between the Labour and the Conservative policies. 
The present day political scene is a ... of various political parties. 
 

18. Подберите однокоренное слово: 

The Parliamentary (represent, representative, representation) of the Liberal-

Democratic party is insignificantly. 
Political scene is a combination of (variability, variable, variance, various) 

political parties. 

It is difficulty to tell the ( deffer, different, difference). 
 

19. Выразите согласие: 

Britain has in practice a two-party system. 
Labour party replaced the liberals. 

The Conservative party is supported by the rich. 
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20. Выразите несогласие: 

The Labour party is supported by Landowners. 

It is easy to tell the difference between the labour and the Conservative policies. 

The formation of the Labour party was a victory of monopolists. 
 

21. Составьте предложение из данных слов:  

party, rich, the Conservative, people, support.  
 

22. Ответьте на вопросы:  

How many parties are there in Britain? 

whom is the Conservative party supported by? 

What was a victory of the labour movement? 
 

23. Составьте вопросы к подчеркнутым словам: 

They take part in the election campaign. 

He supported the Conservative party. 

It plays a certain role. 
 

24. Определите время и залог глагола-сказуемого: 

Since 1924 the political scene has been dominated by the Conservative and 
Labour parties. 

The formation of the Labour party was a victory of the labour movement. 

The present day political scene is a combination of various political parties. 
 

25. Измените залог глагола-сказуемого: 

Rich people supported the Conservative party. 
They tell the difference. 

This party plays a certain role. 
 

26. Измените утвердительное предложение на отрицательное: 

They take in the election campaign. 
There were two dominant parties. 

The liberals replaced the labour party. 
 

27. Подберите предлог: 

.... the beginning 

victory ... the labour movement 
a certain role ... tipping 

... the two largest parties 

between  

in 
at 

of 
 

28. Подберите формулу глагола to be в Present: 

The Conservative party ... supported by the rich. 

Today it... sometimes difficult to tell the difference between the Labour and the 
Conservative policies. 

There ... two parties in the election campaign. 

I... a trade union member. 
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29. Подберите формулу глагола to have в Present: 

Britain ... in practice a two-party system. 

The political scene ... been dominated by the Conservative and Labour parties. 

 
30. Составьте диалог по образу: 

A: Do you know anything about political parties of Great Britain? 

В: Britain has in practice a two party system. 

A: What parties were the dominant parties? 
B: From 1832 to 1918 they were Tories and Whigs. 

A: And how else were these parties called? 

B: They were called Conservatives and Liberals. 
A: I see. And what about the present time. What parties are the dominant ones? 

B: Since 1924 the political scene has been dominated by the Conservative and 

Labour parties. 

A: By whom is the Conservative party supported? 
B: The Conservative party is supported by the rich and privileged. 

A: Who is considered to be the privileged? 

B: The privileged are the monopolists and Endowers. 
A: When did the Labour party appear ? 

B: It happened in 1924. 

A: Can you tell about difference between the Labour and the Conservative 

policies? 
B: It is extremely difficult. 

A: Thank you? 

B: You are welcome. 
 

31. Переведите на английский язык: 

Профсоюзы поддержали эту партию. 

Это было победой трудового движения. 
Не было никаких изменений в политике. 

 

 
Unit 2  Monarchy in Britain 

 

1. Прочтите, переведите без словаря: 

monarchy, Britain, absolute, constitutional practice minister, leader, party, opposi
tion form, office, parliament, session, throne, programme, diplomat. 

 

2. Сгруппируйте слова по типам чтения ударной гласной буквы: 

but, not, no, prime, virtual, party, form, for, state, name, throne, her, make, those, 
arm, force, war. 

 

3. Определите часть речи, используя правило словообразования: 

constitutional elective, ruler, leader, actual, opposition, really, responsible, 

session appointment, dissolve. 
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4. Прочтите  однокоренные слова: 

lead-leader-leadership-leading; 

govern-government-governor-governess; 

monarch -monarchy; 
power-power full-powerless; 

absolute-absolutely-absolution; 

constitute-constitution-constitutional-constitutent-constituency; 

hereditary-heredity; 
elect-election-elective-elector-electoral-electorate; 

oppose-opposite-opposition; 

response-responsibility-responsible-responsive. 
 

5. Образуйте существительное от глагола: 

elect, rule, lead, mean, oppose. 

 
6. Запишите в словарь: 

hereditary  - наследственный 

reign   - царствование, господство  
rule   - правление  

virtual  - фактический  

obtain  - получать, добывать  

salary  - жалование, оклад  
responsible  - ответственный  

measure  - измерять, мера 

submit  - подчиняться, представлять на рассмотрение  
summon  - созывать, требовать исполнения  

prorogue  - откладывать сессию парламента, отсрочивать 

outline  - очертание  

appointment - назначение 
judge   - судья, ценитель, знаток 

 

Monarchy in Britain  
Great Britain is a monarchy, but the power of the Queen of Britain is not absolute 

but constitutional. It means that it is Limited. 

Queen's power is hereditary and not elective. 

In practice the monarch has no actual powers. They say in Great Britain that «The 
Monarch reigns but does not rule». The Prime Minister is the virtual ruler of the 

country. The Prime Minister is usually the leader of the party that obtains the majority 

in the House of Commons during the elections. 

The leader of the party in the opposition occupies a salaried office of the Leader 
of the Opposition. The government formed by the leader of the majority in Parliament 

may hold office for five years. 

All the affairs of the slate are conducted in the name of the Queen, but really the 
Prime Minister is responsible for every measure submitted to Parliament. 
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The Queen summons prorogues and dissolves Parliament. She opens each session 

with a speech from the throne outlining the Government's programme. It is her duty to 

make appointments to all important state offices, including those of judges, officers in 

the armed forces, diplomats. 
The Queen has the power to conclude treaties, to declare war and make peace. 

 

 

7. Вставьте пропущенное слово : 

In practice the monarch has no ... powers. 

The Prime Minister is the ... ruler of the country. 

The government may hold office for ... years. 
 

8. Вставьте вместо точек одно из однокоренных слов: 

Не is the ... of the party (leading, lead, leader, leadership).  

He is in the ... (oppose, opposite, opposition). 
Great Britain is a ... monarchy (constitute, constituent, constitution, 

constitutional).  

 
9. Составьте вопрос к подчеркнутому слову: 

This party obtains the majority in the House of Commons. 

The Queen summons Parliament. 

The Queen opens each session. 
 

10. Определите форму причастия: 

a salaried office; 
the government formed by the leader of the majority in Parliament; 

for every measure submitted to Parliament;  

a speech from the throne outlining the Government's program;  

in the armed forces. 
 

11. Найдите имя существительное, определите его падеж:  

Queen's power, the Government's programme 
 

12. Переведите на английский язык: 

Великобритания - конституционная монархия. 

Все дела проводятся под именем королевы. 
Практически монарх не имеет власти. 

   

13. Измените залог глагола- сказуемого: 

The party obtains the majority. 
The Queen opens session. 

They limit the power. 
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14. Подберите эквиваленты: 

the power of the Queen тронная речь 

in practice в течение выборов 

actual power власть королевы 
the House of Commons практически 

duing the elections Палата Общин 

all the affairs все дела 

a speech from the throne действительная власть 
 

15. Измените утвердительное предложение на отрицательное: 

The monarch has powers. 
The Queen rules the country. 

The leader obtains the majority. 

He occupies a salaried office. 

 
16. Закончите предложение: 

The British Queen has the power to declare ... 

The Queen summons, prorogues and dissolves ... 
All the affairs of the state are conducted in the name of the ... 

 

17. Составьте предложение из данных слов: 

For, may, years, five, hold, years, government, office. 
 

18. Употребите глагол "to be" в Present: 

The power of the Queen of Britain ... not absolute.  
The Prime Minister ... the virtual ruler. 

All the affairs ... conducted in the name of the Queen. 

I ... not the queen. 

 
19. Употребите форму глагола "to have" в Present: 

The Queen ... the power to conclude treaties. 

In practice the monarch ... no actual powers. 
The British people ... the House of Commons and the, House of Lords in their 

Parliament. 

 

20. Ответьте на вопросы: 

How many Houses are there in the British Parliament? 

How many years may the government hold office for? 

What is the Prime Minister responsible for? 

What does the Queen open each session with? 
What kind of a state is Great Britain? 

Is Queen's power elective? 
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Unit 3  Queen and Commonwealth 

 

1. Прочтите географические названия: 

United Kingdom Australia Belize 
Antigua Bahamas Canada 

Barbuda Barbados Grenade 

Jamaica New Zealand Papua New Guinea 

St. Christopher St. Lucia St. Vincent 
Grenadine Solomon Islands Tuvalu 

 

2. Прочтите, переведите без словаря: 

Republic, president, monarch, radio, television, meeting, delegate, information, 

general, visit 

 

3. Сгруппируйте слова по правилам чтения ударной гласной буквы: 

Like, but, March, dinner, for, private, inform, by, her, monarch, with, duke, take, 

full, which, she 

 
4. Определите часть речи в соответствии правилом словообразования: 

Biannual, meeting, addition, fully, information, kingdom, united 

 

5. Прочтите однокоренные слова::: 

Major- majourity 

Republic- republican- republicanism 

Preside- presidency- president- presidential- presidentship 
Know- knowing- knowingly- knowledge- knowledgeable 

Attend- atten deuce- attendant 

Host- hostel- hosteler- hostelry- hostess 

Add- addition- additional 
Commissary- commission- commissionaire- commissioner 

Exchange- exchangeable 

Ambassador- ambassadorial- ambassadress- ambassador-at large 
Advantage- advantageous 

Opportune- opportunism- opportunist- opportunity 

 

6. Запишите  в словарь: 

major   – большой, главный 

biannual   - двухлетний 

host    - принимать гостей 

head    - голова 
commissioner  - специальный уполномоченный 

high С  - представитель одной из стран Содружества нации в 

другой стране Содружества; представитель колонии или 
британского доминиона в Англии 

concern   - касаться, иметь отношение 
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office   - контора, филиал, канцелярия 

exchange   - обменивать 

ambassador   - представитель 

advantage   - преимущество, выгода, польза 
opportunity   - удобный случай, благоприятная возможность 

acknowledge  – признавать  Governor-General - губернатор колонии  

 

Queen and Commonwealth  
Queen Elizabeth II is not only Queen of the United Kingdom but also Queen of 

Antigua and Barbuda, Australia, the Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, Canada, Grenada, 

Jamaica, New Zealand, Papua New Guinea, St. Christopher-Nevis, St. Lucia, 
St. Vincent and the Grenadine, the Solomon Islands and of Tuvalu. 

The majority of the Commonwealth countries are republics, with a president as 

Head of State, but like the Commonwealth monarchies all acknowledge the Queen as 

Head of the Commonwealth. 
Each Christmas the Queen broadcasts to the Commonwealth on both radio and 

television, and she broadcasts again, though only on radio, on Commonwealth Day each 

March. She attends each biannual meeting of the Commonwealth Heads of Government 
and as well as hosting a dinner for all the delegates she has a private meeting with each 

Head of Government. In addition, she is kept fully informed of events in each country, 

either by the Governor-General, who represents her in each the monarchies, or through 

the High Commissioners' offices in both London and the country concerned. (The 
Commonwealth countries exchange High Commissioners rather than Ambassadors). 

With the Duke of Edinburgh, the Queen has taken full advantage of the 

opportunities to travel throughout the Commonwealth. She visited almost all the 
Commonwealth countries of which she is Queen. 

 

7. Составьте вопросы к подчеркнутым словам:  

They acknowledge the Queen as Head of the Commonwealth. 
Each Christmas the Queen broadcasts to the Commonwealth. 

The Queen has a private meeting with each Head of Government. 
 

8. Подберите форму глагола to be в Рresent: 

Queen  . . .  not only Queen of the United Kingdom. 

The majority of the Commonwealth соuntries  …  republics. 
I  ...  not the president. 
 

9. Употребите подходящее однокоренное слово : 

This country has a ... as Head of State. (preside, presidentship, presidency, 

president) 
The Commonwealth countries exchange Nigh … rather than Ambassadors. 

(commission, commissionaire, commissioner) 

The queen has taken full advantage of the … (opportune, opportunist, 

opportunity, opportunism) 
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10. Употребите подходящее по смыслу слово: 

The Queen visited almost all the  . . .  countries. 

The majority of the Commonwealth ... are republics. 

She broadeasts only on . . .  on Commonwealth Day each March. 
 

11. Выразите согласие: 

Queen of the Great Britain is not only Queen of the United Kingdom.  

The majority of the Commonwealth countries are republics. 

All acknowledge the Queen as Head of the Commonwealth. 

 
12. Выразите несогласие: 

The commonwealth Day is in May. 

Each Christmas the Queen broadcasts to the Commonwealth only on radio. 
Queen broadcasts on both radio and television on Commonwealth Day each 

March. 

 

13. Измените утвердительное предложение на отрицательное: 

She visited almost all the countries. 

She is kept fully informed of events. 

She has a private meeting. 
 

14. Подберите эквивалент:  

United Kingdom в добавление 

the majority of the countries личная встреча 
head of state Объединённое Королевство 

on both radio and television глава государства 

heads of Governments большинство стран 

private meeting как по радио, так и по телевизору 
in addition главы правительств 

 

15. Определите форму причастия: 

The Ignited Kingdom.  

Fully informed of events. 

Through both London and the country concerned. 

 
16. Измените залог глагола — сказуемого: 

They keep information of events. 

She visited almost all the countries. 
She attends each biannual meeting. 
 

17. Подберите подходящее слово для образования словосочетания:: 

The majority of . . . (high, fully, countries) 

Each  . . .  (rather, almost, Christmas). 

With the . . .of Edinburgh (which, queen, duke). 
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18. Найдите в тексте словосочетания: 

с президентом как главой государства; 

каждая встреча с главами правительства; 

для всех делегатов; 
в добавление; 

в каждой стране 
 

19. Переведите на английский язык: 

Она не только королева объединенного королевства. 

Большинство стран Содружества – республики. 
Королева посетила почти все страны Содружества. 

 

 
Unit 4  Parliament of Great Britain 

 

1. Прочтите, переведите без словаря: 

Parliament, lord, popular, act, reformation, role, monarch, process 
 

2. Определите тип чтения ударной гласной буквы в слове: 

reside, lord, vote, for, long, time, church, by, life, under, face, role, force, like, 
make, has, lost, can, legist, vote  

 

3. Определите часть речи, используя правила словообразования 

legislative, parliament, elective, spiritual, reformation, decision 
 

4. Прочтите однокоренные слова: 

legislate - legislation - legislative - legislator - legislature-legist 

reside - residence - residency - resident - residential -residentiary 
vote - voter - votive - voting 

constitnency - vonstitnent - constitute - constitutive -constitutor 

spirit - spiritism - spiritless - spiritnal - spirituality -spiritualize 
temp - temporal - temporality - temporary 

hereditary - heredity 

peer - peerage - peeress – peerless 

 
5. Образуйте существительное от глагола: 

tо legislate, to reside, to vote, to constitute 

 
6. Запишите в словарь: 

legislative   - законодательный 

reside    - принадлежать , быть присущим (свойственным) 

sovereign   - монарх, повелитель 
county   - графство 

forough   - город 

vote    -голосование 
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constituency  - избиратели 

spiritual   - духовный, божественный, религиозный  

lords spiritual  - епископы 

lords temporal  - светские члены палаты лордов 
archbishop   - архиепископ 

bishop   - епископ 

реег    - пэр, лорд 

hereditary   - наследственный 
virtue    - добродетель, достоинство  

by virtue   - по средствам, благодаря, на основании  

create   - творить, создавать 
peerage   - сословие пэров, знать  

 

Parliament of Great Britain 

The legislative power resides in Parliament, which consists of the Sovereign, the 
House of Commons and the House of Lords. 

The members of the House of Commons are elected by popular vote and 

represent the counties and borough constituencies. 
The House of Lords is not an elective body. For a long time the House of Lords 

consisted of the Lords «Spiritual and Temporal». The Lords Spiritual are two 

archbishops (Canterbury and York) and twenty-four bishops of the Church of England. 

The Lords Temporal include peers by hereditary right; peers by virtue of their office 
(the Law Lords) and Life peers created under the Life Peerage Act, 1958. Nowadays the 

House of Lords faces some reformations. The role of hereditary peers will be truncated. 

Some hereditary peers were already forced to leave House of Lords. 
In general the House of Lords like the Monarch has now lost most of its powers 

and cannot influence the process of decision-making in Parliament. 

 

7. Найдите в тексте словосочетания: 

законодательная власть, 

палата общин, 

палата лордов, 
голосование избирателей, 

долгое время, 

по праву наследства 

 
8. Закончите предложение:  

The legislative power resides in... 

The House of Lords is not an… 

The Lords Temporal include peers by hereditary ... 
 

9. Подберите предлог (by, of, for, of): 

the members ... the House ... Commons 
... a long time 

... hereditary right 
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10. Подберите пропущенное слово: 

The Lord Temporal include  ...  by hereditary right. 

Nowadays the House of  ...  ome reformation. 

Some hereditary peers were already forced to  ...  the House of Lords. 
 

11. Подберите эквивалент: 

borough constituencies вообще 

the church of England большинство своей власти 
some reformations городские избиратели 

hereditary peers некоторые преобразования 

in general Церковь Англии 
most of its power наследственные пэры 

 

12.  Образуйте словосочетания, подобрав слова из разных колонок: 

А                                   B 

legislative decision-making 

borough body 

elective power 
the process of constitueucies 

the role of  peers 

 

 
Unit 5  The House of Lords  

 

1. Прочтите без словаря: 

Lord, peer, title, discuss. 

 

2. Определите тип чтения ударной гласной буквы: 

Lord, life, no, for, work, but, can, chamber, has, so, when, bench, step, sit, order, 
him, that, wish, front, advise, take, note. 

 

3. Определите часть речи, используя правило словообразования: 

Attendance, parliamentary, really, important, speaker, tightly. 

 

4. Образуйте существительное от глагола: 

То speak, to keep, to discuss, to attend, to receive, to work, to include 
 

5. Прочтите однокорневые слова: 

include - including - inclusion - inclusive. 

succeed - succedanea - succedaneum. 
attend - attendance - attendant - attention. 

receive - receiver - receivership -received - receiving. 

travel - traveler - traveling - travelogue. 
chamber - chambertain - chambermaid. 

import - importance - important - importation - importer. 
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discuss - discussion . 

tight - tightly - tighten - lightener. 

squeeze-squeezed - squeezer. 

chair - chairman - chairwoman - chairmanship. 
advise - advised - advisedly - adviser - advisory. 

proceed - proceeding - proceeds. 

take - takedown - takeoff- takeover - taker - taking. 

 
6. Запишите в словарь: 

succeed  - наследовать, быть приемником 

average  - средний, обычный 
attend  - посещать, присутствовать 

claim  - претендовать, требовать, заявлять 

expense  - трата, расход 

e.d. example gratin  - лат. например 
chamber  - пaлата (парламента) 

quite  - довольно 

matter  - вопрос 
tight  - тесный 

squeeze  - теснота, давка, сжатие 

chairman  - председатель 

advise  - советовать 
proceedings  - заседание, работа 

clerk  - секретарь 

take notes  - записывать 
take note of  - обратить внимание 

 

 

The House of Lords 

In 1994 there were 1,198 members of the House of Lords including the two 

archbishops and 24 bishops. There were 773 hereditary peers who had succeeded to 

their titles, and 399 life peers, of whom 21 were «law lords». 
The average daily attendance is some 380. Peers receive no salary for their 

parliamentary work but they can claim for some expenses, e.g. certain traveling 

expenses. 

The Chamber of tins House is really quite small. It has seating for 437 but there 
are 651 Members of Parliament. So sometimes when very important matters are being 

discussed, members are very tightly squeezed into the benches, and many to sit on the 

steps. 

The Chairman, who keeps the House in order, is called the Speaker. He can see 
from his chair all the MPs who signal to him that they wish to speak. In from of him sit 

there Clerks. These people can advise the Speaker and they also take notes of the 

proceedings. They are not MPs. 
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7. Найдите в тексте: 

два архиепископа; средняя ежедневная посещаемость; парламентская 

работа; совершенно маленькая; важный вопрос; должны седеть на ступеньках; 

очень тесно; содержать в порядке; впереди него; обратить внимание. 
 

8. Подберите эквиваленты: 

very important должны седеть на ступеньках 

Very tightly; дневная посещаемость 
Take notes содержать в порядке 

Keep in order очень важный 

Have to sit on the steps записывать 
Daily attendance очень тесно 

 

9. Составьте словосочетания, используя слова из парных колонок: 

average notes. 
parliamentary parliament. 

traveling order. 

members of work. 
keep in expenses. 

take  attendance. 

 

10. Выразите согласие: 

Peers receive no salary for their parliamentary work. 

The house of lords includes 24 bishops. 

In front of the chairman sit three clerks. 
 

11. Выразите несогласие: 

There are two archbishops in the House of Commons. 

Nobody sits on the steps. 
The clerks are the members. 

 

12. Вставьте пропущенное слово: 

Peers receive no salary for their ... work (parliament, parliamentary, 

parliamentarian) 

Members of parliament discuss very matters (import, importance, importation, 

important) 
Members are very ... squeezed (tight, tighten, tightly, lightener) 

 

13. Определите время и залог глагола сказуемого: 

There were 773 hereditary peers. 
They had seceded to their titles. 

Peers receive no salary. 

Important matters are being discussed. 
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14. Измените залог глагола-сказуемого: 

He claims for some expenses.  

They discussed important matters.  

The chairman keeps the house in order. 
 

15. Составьте вопросы к подчёркнутым словам: 

The House of Commons has seating for 437 members.  

They discussed very important matters.  
The chairman keeps the House in order. 

 

16. Подберите пропущенный по смыслу модальный глагол: 

They ... sit on the steps. 

These people ... advise the speaker. 

He ... see from his chair all the MPs. 

 
17. Подберите форму глагола to be в Present (is, am, are.): 

They ... not MPs. 

He ... called the speaker.  
I... not the chairman.  

 

18. Образуйте З формы глаголов: 

To be, to have, to take, to keep, to sit, to call, to see, to advise, to attend, to 
discuss.  

 

19. Измените утвердительное предложение на отрицательное: 

Не keeps the house in order. 

They take notes of the proceedings. 

He claimed for some expenses. 

 
20. Переведите на английский язык: 

Пэры не получают жалование. 

Члены парламента обсуждают важные вопросы сейчас. 
Иногда они вынуждены сидеть на ступеньках. 
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Additional Texts for Reading 

 

Text 1  The House of Commons 

 

The centre of parliamentary power is the House of Commons. It has 650 elected 

Members of Parliament. The country is  divided into 650 constituencies.All citizens 

aged 18 and registered in a constituency, have the right to vote. The voting is by secret 

ballot. But voting is not compulsory in Britain. The General elections are held every 
five years.The election campaign lasts about three weeks. 

The functions of the House of Commons are legislation and scruting of 

government activities. The House of Commons is presided over by the Speaker. He is 
appointed by the Government. The Speaker is an impartial member acceptable to the 

whole House. 

The House of Commons plays the major part in lawmaking. It is in the House of 

Commons that new bills are introduced and debated. If a majority of the members are in 
favour of a bill, it goes to the House of Lords to be debated. The House of Lords has the 

right to reject a new bill twice. 

In reality the House of Commons is the only one of the three which has true 
power (the Monarch, the House of Lords, the House of Commons). 

 

Questions: 

1. How many members are there in the House of Commons? 
2. How many constituencies is the country divided? 

3. Who has the right to vote? 

4. How often are the generalelections held? 
5. Where are new bills introduced? 

6. Who is appointed by the Government? 

 

 

Text 2  History of London  

 

London is an old city. It grew up around the first point where the Romans 
invaders found the Tames narrow enough to build a bridge. There has been a “London 

Bridge“ in the same area ever since. 

They founded a Celtic settlement then known Londinium and later they had 

turned it into a large port and important trading centre with a long wall of stone and 
brick. Inside the wall low houses were built with bright red tiled roofs.  

The Tower of London was founded by Julius Caesar and in 1066 rebuilt by 

Wiliam the Conqueror. It was used as a fortress, a royal residence and a prison. Now it 

is a museum and also the place where Crown Jewels are kept. 
Time passed. London grew and became a great city. The coming of the railway 

changed London for ever. The first underground railway was opened in 1863 between 

Paddington and the City. Today London is the capital of Great Britain and Northern 
Ireland.It is one of the most beautiful cities in the world. There are many places of 

interest in  it  and  this  city  is  well  worth visiting. 
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Questions: 

1.  What had the Roman turned a Celtic settlement into? 

2.  What river does London stand on? 

3.  Who founded the Tower of London? 
4.  What is the Tower now? 

5.   When was the first underground opened? 

 

 
Text 3  From the History of Great Britain 

 

I want to describe an episode from the history  of  Great  Britain.It  concerns  the  
Roman  c onquest  of  Britain.In  55  B.C.  a  Roman  army  of  10 000  men  crossed  

the  Channel  and  invaded  Britain.  The  Celts  who  inhabited  Britain  saw  their  

ships  approaching  and  rushed  to  attack  the  invaders  in  the  sea  as  they  were  

landing.  The  Celts  made  a  great  impession  on  the  Romans,  who  saw  them  for  
the  first  time  in  the battle. 

On  the  occasion  of  the  battle  hair  and  moustaches  were  painted  red  and  

their  legs  and  arms  were  painted  blue.  With  loud  shouts  they  attacked  the  
Romans  in  chariots  and  on  foot. 

The  well-  armed  invincible  Romans  under  one  of  the  greatest  generals  of  

the  time  had  to  return  to  France.  In  the  next  year,  54  B.C. Caesar  came  to  

Britain  again, this  time  with  larger  forces  (  25 000  men  ). 
 

Questions: 

1. When did the Romans come to Britain? 
2. What war the result of their first battle? 

3. When did they come for the second time? 

4. How did the Roman way of the life influence the life of the Celts? 

5. Are there any things in Britain to remind the people of the Romans? 
 

 

Text 4  Prehistoric Britain 

 

Talking about Great Britain, we do not have to forget its history. The very first 

remains of the existence of people on the territory of present Great Britain referred to  

an  unwritten history of Britain. 
The  geographical  position  was  both  a  blessing  and  a  problem:  on  the  one  

hand, the  insular  position  protected  the  country  from  invasions;  and  on  the  other-  

the  lowland  facing  the  continent  always  invited  invasions. 

The  greatest  material  monument  of  the  ancient  civilization  of  the  British  
Isles  is  Stonehenge,  a  monumental  stone  circle  and  memorial  of  the  Stone  Age  

culture 

The first  inhabitants  are  believed  to  be  hunters  of  the  Old  Stone  Age  who  
came  from  the  Continent,  to  be  followed  by  new  waves   of  emigrants. The  most  

interesting  fact  is  that  the  hunters  of  that  time  could  get  there  by  land, because  
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in  the  past  the  British  Isles  were  the  part  of  the  Continent. But  it  is  a  theory. 

By  the  end  of  the  Stone  Age  there  lived  people  who   were  farmers  and  already  

used  metal. 

The Beginning of the Stone Age coincided with the  arrival of  new 
invaders,mainly  from  the  territory  of  the  present  France. They  were  the  Celts. 

Reputed  to  be  tall,  fair  and  well built,  they  were  good  craftsmen. Their  dialects  

were  imposed  on  the  native population:  the  Gaelic  form  was  spread  in  Ireland  

and  Scotland  and  the  Briton  in  England  and  Wales. It  was  the  Briton  tribe  of  
the  Celts  that  gave  its  name  to  the  whole  country. 

The  culture  of  Celts  in  the  Iron  Age  was  not  altogether  barbaric. Their  

Priests, they  called  themselves  the  
Druids,  were  skilful  in  teaching  and  administration. 

 

Questions: 

1.  What is the greaest material monument of the ancient civilization of the 
British isles? 

2.  Who were the first inhabitants? 

3.  Who landed the Isle in the beginning of the Stone Age? 
4.  What dialects were imposed on the native population? 

5.  Who were the Druids? 
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